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A versatile, easy-to-use Phase Meter with a 
four~dlgit display and a DC Output of end
zero or centre-zero phase measurements 
scaled in degrees or radian. The Type 2977 
also features an extended ten-cycle phase 
measurement range, frequency measure
ment, built-in delay line, and measurement 
of group delay with user-selected DC Out
put scaling. It has straightforward pushkey 
control on a logically laid-out front panel, 
full remote control and output of measure
ments, setups and status conditions via its 
IEEE-488 interface, and a range of Special 
Functions which expand measurement pos
sibilities by providing signal processing, 
measurement processing and datalogging 
facilities. 
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SAFETY CONSIDERATIONS 

The Type 2977 Phase Meter has been designed and tested according to Class II of IEC 
Publication 348, Safety Requirements for Electronic Measuring Apparatus, and has been 
supplied in safe condition. This Instruction Manual contains information and warnings 
which should be followed by the user to ensure safe operation and to retain the appara
tus in safe condition. Special note should be made of the following: 

APPLICATION OF POWER 

Before each use of the apparatus, check that it is set to match the available mains 
voltage and that the correct fuse is installed. 

SAFETY SYMBOLS 

.&. The apparatus is marked with this symbol when it is important that the user refer 
to the associated warning statements given in the Instruction Manual. 

.l Chassis terminal -! Safety earth terminal ~ Hazardous voltage 

WARNINGS 

Switch all instruments' POWER "Off" before connecting or disconnecting INTERFACE 
BUS cables. 

Whenever it is likely that the correct function or operating safety of the apparatus has 
been impaired, the apparatus must be made inoperative and be secured against unin
tended operation. 

Any adjustment, maintenance and repair of the open apparatus under power must be 
avoided as far as possible and, if unavoidable, must be carried out only by trained 
service personnel. 
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FEATURES: 

• IEEE-488/IEC 625-1 Standard Interface allows 
easy interfacing to other similarly equipped 
instruments 

• 4-digit display of phase difference, frequency or 
group delay 

• Built-in delay line with 1 µs max. resolution and up 
to 163,8 ms delay with 0, 1 ms resolution 

• Positive or negative slope triggering, AC or DC 
coupled inputs 

• Phase difference displayed in degrees or radians 

• Centre zero ( ± 180° /3, 14 rad) or end zero 
(0-360° /6,28 rad) ranges 

• DC output proportional to phase difference, 
frequency or group delay 

• Analogue circuits optically isolated from digital 
circuits for improved signal-to-noise ratio 

type 2977 

Phase Meter 

• Range of Special Functions extends measurement 
capabilities 

USES: 

• IEEE 488/IEC 625-1 bus-based test and 
measurement systems 

• General purpose Phase Meter and Frequency 
counter 

• Measurement of phase response of electronic and 
audio signal processing equipment (amplifiers, 
etc.) 

• Measurement of loudspeaker phase 
characteristics 

• Phase measurements for vibration analysis 

• Special measurement requirements-data 
logging, go/no-go testing and other Special 
Functions 

The Type 2977 Phase Meter is aver
satile and easy-to-use instrument with 
simple keystroke selection of a wide 
range of standard and special functions. 
The wide bandwidth and dynamic range 
of the 2977 make it useful in a variety of 
applications in electronic engineering, 
acoustics and vibration measurements. 

Phase Meter Type 2977 

Comprehensive triggering facilities 
include positive or negative slope trig
gering and AC or DC coupling of either 
input, allowing accurate measurement 
on asymmetric or distorted waveforms. 
Triggering at the reference input can be 
delayed by up to 163,8ms using the 
built-in delay line. 

The IEEE/IEC interface gives full re
mote control of the 2977 and provides 
for remote processing and recording of 
measurements. Integrated and auto
mated test and measurement systems 
can be assembled using the 2977 with 
other bus-compatible instruments. 
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The Type 2977 Phase Meter is a 
compact and versatile instrument 
suitable for benchtop use with 
straight-forward front-panel control, 
or system use, with its IEEE 488/IEC 
625-1 Digital Interface. Apart from 
phase and frequency measurements 
on signals in the range 2 Hz to 
200 kHz, it also features a built-in de
lay line at the reference phase input 
and a range of Special Functions pro
viding further measurement storage 
and processing facilities. 

All switch settings, Special Func
tions and IEEE interface parameters 
are stored in a continuous memory 
when the 2977 is switched off, keeping 
it ready for instant use. When power is 
re-applied, the 2977 is automatically 
reset to the condition it was in imme
diately before being switched off. The 
continuous memory is powered by 
long life Ni-Cd cells which are auto
matically recharged while the instru
ment is operating. 

The IEEE/IEC interface has full 
Talker (T 5) and Listener (L 3) capa
bility giving access to all front-panel 
controls apart from the Power switch 
and the Signal Ground switches and 
allowing all measurement data to be 
transmitted to other instruments for 
further processing. 

Input Amplifier 

The two input amplifiers of the 
2977 are electrically identical with in
dividual selection of grounded or non
grounded input, positive or negative 
slope triggering, and DC or AC cou
pling. Input A is the reference input, 
Input B is the "unknown" phase. 

Ground Loop Elimination 
To eliminate ground loops from the 

input to the 2977, the screen (low side) 
of each input socket can be discon
nected from the internal signal 
ground. 

Analogue/Digital Isolation 
By optically coupling signal inter

connections and careful power supply 
design, the analogue and digital cir
cuits remain electrically isolated from 
each other. This prevents ground 
loops being formed in bus-based mea
surement systems and eliminates the 
associated noise problems. 

Triggering 
The triggering range of the two in

puts extends from 1,4 m V peak to a 
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maximum lOV peak. The high input 
impedance (1 Mn/ /47 pF) allows high 
impedance attenuator probes to be 
coupled to the input for measure
ments on signals up to 100 V peak. 

Triggering always occurs at the 
zero-crossing point of the waveform. 
Positive or negative slope triggering of 
either channel gives maximum versa
tility in measuring phase differences 
of complex or noisy waveforms. With 
the added convenience of centre-zero 
or end-zero ranges, a direct and mean
ingful read-out of phase difference can 
be obtained in any measurement set
up - the 2977 can be configured to 
suit the measurements being made, no 
"correction factor" need be added to 
or subtracted from the indicated mea
surement. 

AC/DC Coupling 
Inputs can be AC or DC coupled to 

suit the type of signal being measured. 
When an input is AC coupled low
frequency cut-off of the input circuit 
is 2 Hz. DC coupling ensures triggering 
off "impulse" type signals such as digi
tal pulse trains, which can have large 
mark-space ratios and very short rise
times. 

High-Frequency Limiting 
The high-frequency cut-off of the 

2977's input amplifiers is 200 kHz. In 
situations where high-frequency noise 
is interfering with the measurements 
this can be reduced to 20 kHz or 2 kHz 
using the front-panel "Filters" push
keys. 

AC Mains 
50-60Hz@) 25VA 

Fuse: 
100 - 127V 
T316mA 

200- 240V 
T 160mA 

49 

Phase Measurement 

Phase measurements can be scaled 
in degrees or radians, with end-zero 
(0rad to 6,28rad, 0° to 360°) or cen
tre-zero (±3,14rad, ±180°) ranges. 
Phase difference can also be measured 
over ten periods using the ± 31,4 rad/ 
± 1800° range. The range is selected 
by one of three pushkeys, with a sepa
rate pushkey to select indication in 
degrees or radians. 

Measurements are displayed with 
0,001 rad or 0,1 ° resolution in the 
ranges 0 to 6,28 rad/360° and 
± 3,14 rad/180°, with a Special Func
tion giving 0,01 ° resolution. In the 
± 31,4 rad/± 1800° range resolution is 
0,01 rad or 1 °. 

Delay Line 
A built-in delay line in the reference 

input (Input A) simplifies measure
ments such as free-field phase re
sponse of microphones and loudspeak
ers and record/playback characteris
tics of tape-recorders. The delay line 
has a maximum resolution of 1 µs up 
to 9,999ms (4-digit resolution), with a 
maximum delay of 163,8ms. The re
quired delay time is numerically en
tered using one of the Special Func
tions, and a front-panel pushkey then 
toggles the delay line on and off. 

Relative Measurement 
Phase measurements can be modi

fied by entering a reference value 
which is subtracted from the mea
sured value to give relative phase dif-

DC Output 

@) Max. 
6 .28 Vp 
son 

1: Ext. Trigger 
2: Chassis 
3: Threshold 
4 : NC 

5: NC 
6 : NC 
1, +sv 
8 : NC 

Fig. J. The 2977's rear panel showing the Ext. Trigger connector, the DC Output and the 
IEEE interface. A Special Function is provided to allow the interface bus _address to 
be entered as a decimal number using the front-panel pushkeys, an easier method 
than the more familiar rear-panel binary switch package 
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Fig. 2. The 2977 in a typical IEEE interface bus sytem, measuring gain and phase characteristics of an amplifier or similar circuit. Results 
can be presented on the System Controller's screen or as hard copy on the Type 2319 Graphics Plotter 

ference. Any displayed measurement 
can be entered as the reference, or the 
reference can be entered numerically 
using the Special Functions. 

Frequency Measurement 

A single keystroke selects measure
ment of the frequency at the reference 
input (Input A), with the display auto
matically scaled to the highest possi
ble resolution and indicating "Hz" or 
"kHz". The display resolution is four 
digits, giving a maximum resolution of 
0,001 Hz up to 9,999 Hz, and a resolu
tion of 100 Hz for frequencies up to 
999,9kHz. 

Relative Measurements 
As with phase measurement it is 

possible to select a reference frequen
cy and have subsequent measure
ments displayed relative to the refer
ence. The reference can be taken from 
a measured input signal or numerical
ly entered using the Special Func
tions. 

Display 

Measurements are displayed using 
7-segment, 15 mm (0,6 in) LED's in a 
four-digit display, which also carries 
messages and data concerning the 
Special Functions. The large bright 
characters are easily read even in high 
ambient light and have a wide viewing 
angle. 

The 2977's display also indicates the 
Units in which the display is scaled 
and over- or underrange signals in the 
Input amplifiers. If the 2977 is being 
controlled via the IEEE/IEC inter
face , "Rem." is indicated in the bot
tom right of the display. 

'• 

DC Output 

The DC Output connection on the 
rear panel of the 2977 provides a DC 
output voltage proportional to phase, 
frequency or group delay. When phase 
difference is being measured the DC 
Output is scaled at 1 m V / 0

, 10 m V / 0 or 
1 V /rad, according to the units select
ed for the display. Frequency mea
surements are scaled logarithmically 
at 1 V /decade from 2 Hz to 200 kHz 
(five decades). Group delay is mea
sured using a Special Function which 
allows the output voltage to be scaled 
to suit the measurement range. 

Digital Interface 

The 2977's IEEE-488 standard in
terface has full Talker (T 5) and Lis
tener (L 3) capability for remote con
trol of all instrument functions , in
cluding the Special Functions, and 

· remote recording of measurements 
and status information. "Talk" and 
"Listen" pushkeys allow data transfers 
in systems operating without a System 
Controller. When enabled, the "Lo
cal/SRQ" pushkey can be used to re
assert front-panel control after remote 
operation, or to generate a bus "SRQ" 
(Service Request). 

System Use 
A typical interface-bus-based mea

surement system is illustrated in 
Fig. 2, where the 2977 is illustrated in 
conjunction with the Type 2432 Volt
meter and the Type 1049 or 1051 Sig
nal Generator. Measurement results 
can be stored and presented in a vari
ety of ways; here, the Type 2319 
Graphics Plotter is shown as an exam
ple of a suitable output device. 

Address 
The 2977's interface address is user

selected, and is set using one of the 
Special Functions. Like all other in
strument settings the address is re
tained in the non-volatile memory 
when the 2977 is switched off. 

Special Functions 

The Special Functions of the Type 
2977 add a number of operational and 
data-processing facilities to make it an 
exceptionally powerful and versatile 
instrument. Special Functions can be 
selected using the numbered pushkeys 
on the front panel or via the IEEE 
interface. A Quick Reference Guide 
with brief details of the Special Func
tions and their parameters is supplied 
with the 2977. 

The following are some of the Spe
cial Functions included in the 2977: 

Delay Line: The reference signal 
trigger point can be delayed by up to 
163,Sms, allowing measurements in 
situations where differences in trans
mission media cause delays to the "B" 
Input - for instance in vibration 
measurements or free-field acoustics. 

Averaging: A "running average", 
updated with each new measurement, 
of up to 35 measurements; or a "block 
average" of up to 1999 samples with 
the display updated after each com
plete block. 

Phase and Frequency Refer
ences: The phase or frequency mea
surement is indicated relative to a 
keyed-in reference value. This works 
similarly to the front-panel "Relative" 
and "Rel. Set" function, but allows the 
reference to be entered numerically. 
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Frequency Calibration: The 
2977 is calibrated against a user-sup
plied 100 kHz reference input.The 
date (month/year) of calibration is 
stored, to be recalled and displayed 
when the Phase Meter is next calibrat
ed. 

High Resolution: Phase differ
ence can be displayed with 0,01 ° reso
lution up to a maximum of ± 99,99°. 

Go/No-go Thresholds: Two 
thresholds can be entered for either 
phase or frequency measurements. 
Out-of-range measurements are indi
cated on the display and by a logic 

INPUTS: 
Two BNC sockets, mating plug JP 0035. 
Switch selection of AC or DC coupling of 
either input 
Input A: Reference input 
Input B: Unknown input 
Input Impedance: 1 Mf!//47pF 
Max. Input Voltage: 350V (DC+peak AC); 
250 V DC, 220 V RMS 50/60 Hz AC; at higher 
frequencies, Vmax=107 /f(Hz) 

Signal Ground/Input Socket Screen Sepa
ration: 
Impedance: 1 o k f! / /0, 1 µF 
Max. Voltage: ± 0,6 V (DC + peak AC; diode
clamped) 
Signal Ground/Chassis Separation: 
Max. Voltage: ± 42 V 
Common Mode Voltage Rejection: 42 V 
RMS at 50/60 Hz will not affect measurements 

TRIGGERING: 
Triggered by zero-crossing at the input; 
switch selection of positive or negative slope 
triggering of either input 
Min. Trigger Voltage: 1,4 mV peak 
Max. Trigger Voltage: 10 V peak 
Over- and Under-range inputs are indicated 
on the display 

DELAY LINE: 
Range: 1 µs to 163,8 ms 
Resolution: 1 µs maximum, 100µs minimum 
(4 digits) 

LOW-PASS FILTER: 
200 kHz; front-panel switches select 20 kHz or 
2kHz 
Cut-Off Slope: 6dB/octave 

PHASE ACCURACY, 2Hz to 200kHz: 
± 0, 1 ° absolute error, plus the following sig
nal- and environment-related errors: 
Frequency-related Error: < 0,02° /kHz 
Voltage-related Error: < 0,03° /dB (ref. 1 V 
RMS) 

change at the rear-panel Ext. Trigger 
socket. 

Datalogging: A series of up to 256 
measurements can be stored. The 
measurement period, delay between 
samples and triggering mode can also 
be changed as part of the Special 
Function. Recall facilities include 
stepping forward or backwards 
through individual samples, finding 
minima or maxima, calculation of the 
mean average of the sample block and 
continuous output started by a front
panel pushkey .or an external trigger 
signal. 

Specifications 2977 

Temperature: < 0,003° /°C at 1 V RMS; 
< 0,3°/°C at 10mV RMS 
DC-coupling: < 0,01 ° at 1 V RMS, < 1 ° at 
10mV RMS 

FREQUENCY ACCURACY, 2Hz to 200kHz: 
± 1 count plus: 
Sppm, 20°C to 25°C 
20ppm, 5°C to 40°C (relative to calibration 
signal frequency) 

DC OUTPUT: 
Output Voltage: 
0-360° & ± 180°: OV to 3,6V, 10mV/0 

± 1800°: OV to 3,6V, 1 mV/ 0 

0-6,28rad & ± 3,14rad: OV to 6,28V, 1 V/rad 
2 Hz to 200 kHz: 0,3 V to 5,3 V, 1 V /decade 
(logarithmic) 
Output Impedance: 50 fl 
Resolution: 0, 1 % of full -scale measurement 

MEASUREMENT PERIOD: 
200 ms or 1 s, selected by front-panel "Rate" 
switches; or one fu ll input cycle, if longer than 
the "Rate" setting 

IEEE INTERFACE: 
Conforms with IEEE Std. 488-1978, compati
ble with IEC 625-1 . Provides remote control 
of all front-panel functions and Special Func
tions except Signal Ground and Power 
switches. Output of measurement data and 
status information 
Functions Implemented: 

Talker - T 5 
Listener - L 3 
Remote/Local - RL 1 
Device Trigger - OT 1 
Device Clear - DC 1 
Service Request - SR 1 

Address: Set to 23 (decimal) on delivery; can 
be altered using Special Function 

ELECTROMAGNETIC INTERFERENCE: 
Complies with US FCC requirements for 
Class B computing devices 

Group Delay: The measurement 
range for group delay is ± 0,001 ms to 
± 999,9 ms, with a DC Output range of 
OV to 6V. 

The Special Function format is also 
used to set the 2977's IEEE/IEC In
terface address, and to select the form 
of message terminator for data trans
fers involving the 2977. 

A Reference Card is supplied with 
the 2977 which gives an at-a-glance 
guide to the Special Functions, with 
brief details of any parameters re
quired. 

EXTERNAL MAGNETIC FIELD: 
Maximum phase error due to 80 A/m (1 0rst
ed), 50 Hz external magnetic field: 
At 1 V RMS input, < 0,003° 
At 10 mV RMS input, < 0,3° 

ENVIRONMENTAL LIMITS: 
Operating Temperature: +5°C to +40°C 
(41 °F to 114°F) 
Storage Temperature: -25°C to + 70°C 
(-13°F to +158° F) 
Humidity: 90%RH non-condensing at 40°C 

POWER SUPPLY: 
100; 115; 127; 200; 220; 240 V AC 50-60 Hz, 
25VA 
Complies with Safety Class II of IEC Publica
tion 348 

DIMENSIONS: 
Metal cabinet, excluding connectors and feet 
Height: 133 mm (5,3 ins) 
Width: 21 o mm (8,3 ins) 
Depth: 200mm (7,9 ins) 

WEIGHT: 
3,7kg (8,21b) 

ACCESSORIES INCLUDED: 
Mains Cable ..... .. ................ ....... ........ ...... AN 0020 
4 mm Wonder Plug (2) ........... ................. JB 0002 
BNC Plugs (2) .. ........................................ JP 0035 
8-pin DIN plug ...... ...... .. ... ........ .. ... .. ......... JP 0808 
IEEE-488 connector kit .. .................... .. UA0814 
Fuses T160mA (2) ................ .................. VF0051 
Fuses T316 mA (3) .................................. VF 0042 
Quick Reference Guide (Special 
Functions) (2) ......................... ................. QH 0023 

ACCESSORIES AVAILABLE: 
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10:1 Input Probe ..... ................................ ZC 0016 



2.1. FRONT PANEL 

Power: 

Input A: 

Input B: 

Signal Ground: 
(Input A and B) 

2. CONTROLS 

Phase Meter Type 2977 
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Fig. 2. 1. The front panel of the Phase Meter 

"On-Off" switch for mains power. When the Phase Meter is switched 
on, it automatically starts up in the same measuring setup that it was 
in when switched off. See section 3.3 for more details. 

A standard BNC socket for connection of the reference phase signal. 
The input impedance is 1 Mn paralleled by 47 pF. The frequency of the 
signal at this input can also be measured and displayed; see the Func
tion pushkeys described below. 

A standard BNC socket for connection of the "unknown" phase signal, 
electrically identical to Input A. The input impedance is 1 Mn paralleled 
by 47 pF. 

A standard 4 mm socket beside each Input socket for connections to 
the Phase Meter's Signal Ground line. 

Signal Ground "On-Off": 
(Input A and B) 

A two-position slide switch below each Signal Ground socket. In nor
mal use, the Signal Ground switch at the input receiving the lower 
signal voltage should remain in the "On" position, keeping the screen 
of the Input socket beside the switch connected to Signal Ground. 
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Trig-/+: 
(Input A and B) 

DC/AC: 
(Input A and B) 

Function: 

Rate: 

6 

Signal Ground should be switched to "Off" at the input receiving the 
higher signal voltage, to prevent the formation of a ground loop via the 
device under test. An internal link limits the potential difference be
tween Signal Ground and the Input socket screens to ± 0,6 V when the 
Signal Ground switch is in the "Off" position. 

WARNING: The Phase Meter is designed to be operated with its Input 
socket screens at or near 0 V (Signal Ground potential). Never attempt 
to connect a voltage greater than ± 0,6 V between either of the Input 
socket screens and Signal Ground, as this may damage the instru
ment. For more information on grounding considerations, refer to sec
tion 3.2. 

Pushkey for each input, selecting positive- or negative-edge triggering 
off the input signal. The LED lights to indicate that Trig- is selected. 

Pushkey for each input, selecting DC or AC coupling of the input am
plifier. The LED lights to indicate that DC coupling is selected. The 
low-frequency cut-off is 2 Hz when AC coupling is selected. 

The front panel pushkeys are arranged in groups according to the way in which they 
affect instrument operation. Pushkeys in the Function, Rate, Filters and Range-Unit 
groups have secondary functions denoted by numbers or other symbols printed beside 
the keys. These extra functions are used in selecting and setting up the Special Func
tions described more fully in Chapter 4. 

A group of four pushkeys which select the measurement function of 
the Phase Meter. Usually, pressing one of these keys starts the mea
surement function immediately. However, when certain Special Func
tions are active, the Function pushkeys can be "Locked" - preventing 
changes to the Function setting - using one of the Special Functions. 
See Chapter 4 for full details of the Special Functions. 

"Phase B-A": Selects measurement of the phase difference between 
the signals at Input A (the reference input) and Input B. 

"Frequency A": Selects measurement of the frequency of the signal at 
Input A. 

"Delay A": Selects a delay time in the reference phase input, Input A. 
Used, for instance, to compensate for differing transmission media in 
the signal paths of the two inputs. The actual delay time is entered 
using one of the Special Functions, explained in Chapter 4. 

"Special/Enter": Used for selecting and entering Special Functions. 
When this key is pressed, certain of the front panel pushkeys adopt 
second functions allowing numerical entry of Special Function parame
ters. See Chapter 4 for full details of the Special Functions. 

Two pushkeys which select the minimum period, 200 ms or 1 s, over 
which the input phase difference or frequency is measured. The Rate 
period starts on a trigger at Input A, and continues until the first trig
ger at Input A after the end of the selected Rate period. 

Phase difference is measured for every cycle of the input signals; 
when the display is updated, the displayed phase difference is the 



Filters: 

Range-Unit: 

average of the phase differences measured in each cycle of the input 
signals during the previous measurement period. The same process is 
used for "Frequency A" measurements. 

See Chapter 4 for details of Special Functions that modify the display 
update rate and average sequences of measurements. 

"200 ms": Selects "200 ms" as the measurement period; the display 
and DC Output are updated with a new measurement every 200 ms. 

"1 s": Selects "1 s" as the measurement period; the display is normally 
updated with a new measurement every 1 s. 

Two pushkeys selecting the high frequency cut-off of the input amplifi
ers. When both the pushkeys are "off" the high frequency cut-off is 
200kHz. 

"2 kHz LP": Sets the high frequency cut-off to 2 kHz. 

"20kHz LP": Sets the high frequency cut-off to 20 kHz. 

Six pushkeys selecting the display scales and measurement units. 
Three pushkeys select the measurement range, with one further push
key selecting the scale units (degrees or radians). These four pushkeys 
apply to phase measurements only. The other two pushkeys are used 
when measurements relative to a reference phase or frequency are 
required. 

"0-6.28/0-360°": Selects "end-zero" measurement ranges: 0 rad to 
6,28 rad or 0° to 360°. The reference phase always leads the "un
known" phase. 

"± 3.14/ ± 180°": Selects "centre-zero" measurement ranges. The refer
ence phase may be leading or lagging the "unknown" phase. 

"± 31.4/ ± 1800°": Selects extended "centre-zero" measurement 
ranges. Phase differences of up to ± 5 complete cycles can be mea
sured continuously. Using this range avoids the full-scale rollover ef
fect, where measurement switches from positive full-scale to negative 
full-scale (or vice-versa) when the phase difference exceeds one full 
cycle. 

"Relative": Selects measurement scaled relative to a previously en
tered reference phase or frequency. The reference value can be en
tered using the "Rel. Set" push key or Special Functions "F 06" for ref
erence phase and "F 07" for reference frequency (described in sections 
4.2.8 and 4.2.9 respectively). 

"Rel. Set": Used to enter a reference for "Relative" measurements. 
Pressing this pushkey stores the currently displayed phase or frequen
cy measurement in the Phase Meter, enabling it to be used as the 
reference when "Relative" measurement is selected. 

"Radian/Degree": Used in conjunction with the first three Range-Unit 
pushkeys to select the scale units for phase measurments. "Rad." or 
"

0
" is indicated at the right-hand side of the display. 
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Recorder Cal.: 

Display: 

Interface: 

2.2 REAR PANEL 

AC Mains: 
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Generates (with a sequence of four pushes) three calibration voltages 
for recording equipment connected to the DC Output, then returns the 
Phase Meter to its previous measurement set up. The display indicates 
the phase, frequency or group delay value corresponding to the gener
ated output voltages. 

The output voltages generated by Recorder Cal. depend on the Func
tion and Range-Unit settings. For more information see section 3.4.11, 
DC Output of Phase Measurements; section 3.5.1, DC Output of Fre
quency Measurements; and section 3.6.4, DC Output of Group Delay 
Measurements. 

Fig. 2.2. The Phase Meter's display, showing the 
Range and Unit indicators, the over- and 
under-range indicators and the IEEE inter
face remote control indicator 

Four-digit, seven segment display of phase difference, frequency or 
group delay, which also incorporates indication of the scale unit, inde
pendent indication of over- and/or under-range signals at each input 
and indication of interface bus remote control. The display is also used 
during the Special Function entry sequence to indicate the various pa
rameters being entered. 

Three pushkeys providing limited local control of IEEE bus operations. 
Full details of IEEE interface operation are given in Chapter 5. 

"Local/SRQ": Returns the front panel to "local" control. If the Rem. 
indicator in the display (see Fig. 2.2) is not lit, the Phase Meter is 
under local control. The "Local/SRQ" pushkey can also be set up via 
the interface so that a Service Request is generated when it is 
pressed. 

"Listen": Puts the Phase Meter into the Listen mode, awaiting input of 
data from another device. 

"Talk": Puts the Phase Meter into Talk mode to output measurement 
or other data according to the setting of Special Function "f 20". See 
section 4.2.18. 

A 2-pin connector accepting Power Cable AN 0020 for connection to a 
single phase AC mains supply. 



Mains Voltage: 

AC Mains 

Fuse: 
100-127V 
T316mA 

200-240V 
T160mA 

DC Output 

@) M••· 
6 .. 28Vp 

600 

1: bt. Trigger 6 : NC 
2: ChHsis 6 : NC 
3 : Threlhold 7 ; +611 

• 
4: NC 8 , NC ... 

Fig. 2.3. The rear panel of the Phase Meter 

Six-position switch, incorporating the Mains Fuse, for adjustment ac
cording to the local mains supply. 

Before connecting the Phase Meter to a mains supply, the mains volt
age setting and fuse rating should be checked in accordance with the 
instructions given in section 3.2. 

Chassis-Signal Ground: A pair of clamping terminals with captive link for connecting or dis
connecting the Signal Ground and Chassis Ground circuits. If this link 
is removed the two ground circuits should be interconnected at some 
other point in the measuring system. Read section 3.2, Grounding Con
siderations, for more information about ground connections. 

&. WARNING: The Phase Meter is designed to be operated with both its 
Signal Ground and its Chassis at (or near) earth potential. Allowing a 
potential difference to develop between the Signal Ground and Chas
sis reduces the operating safety of the instrument and may result in 
damage to it. See section 3.2 for more information about grounding 
the Phase Meter. 

Pins 4,5,6 & 8: No connection 

+ 5 V (re. Chassis) 

Ext. 
Trigger 

Chassis 
861067 

Fig. 2.4. The External Trig. connector viewed from the wiring end of 
the plug (external view of socket) 
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Ext. Trigger: 

DC Output: 

Interface Bus (IEEE): 
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8-pin DIN socket providing trigger input and output connections for 
use with the Special Functions. Connections are shown in Fig. 2.4. For 
full details, see section 4.3. 

Standard BNC socket providing a DC output voltage proportional to 
phase, frequency and group delay measurements. The output imped
ance is 50 n and peak output voltage (which may be reached when 
making phase measurements scaled in radians) is 6,28 V. When fre
quency measurement is selected, the DC Output has to be enabled 
using Special Function "F 16", described in section 4.2.17. For more 
information see section 3.4.11, DC Output of Phase Measurements; 
section 3.5.1, DC Output of Frequency Measurements; and section 
3.6.4, DC Output of Group Delay Measurements. 

Digital interface designed in accordance with IEEE 488-1978. The IEEE 
interface is functionally identical to that described in IEC Publication 
625-1; full compatibility is only a matter of selecting the right cables 
and connectors. For further details on the IEEE/IEC interface, refer to 
Chapter 5. 



3. OPERATION 

3.1. PRELIMINARY 

3.1.1. Environment and Handling 

3.1.2. Mounting 

The Type 2977 Phase Meter is designed for operation in environments where the tem
perature is between +5°C and +40°C (+41°F and +104°F) and with up to 90% relative 
humidity, non condensing, at 40°C. Other than ensuring proper connection of the mains 
supply, no special handling precautions are necessary. 

The Phase Meter can be used free-standing on its four plastic feet or mounted in the 
Combining Frame KK 0042, allowing it to be fitted into a standard 19" rack. A metal 
frame attached to the front feet can be folded down to raise the front panel for easier 
viewing in benchtop use. Non-slip inserts DF 7033 can be fitted to the rear feet to give 
the instrument a better grip on smooth surfaces. 

The Phase Meter occupies half the width of the Combining Frame KK 0042. 

3.1.3. Connecting the Mains Supply 

The Phase Meter can be operated from a 50 Hz or 60 Hz, single phase, AC mains supply. 
Before connecting a mains supply the following checks and adjustments should be car
ried out to ensure safe operation of the instrument. 

Mains Voltage Setting 

Make sure that the Mains Voltage switch on the rear panel is set to the local supply 
voltage before power is applied. 

To change the Mains Voltage setting, remove the fuseholder in the centre of the switch 
and use a wide-bladed screwdriver or a large coin to select the correct voltage. Before 
replacing the fuseholder, check that a correctly rated fuse is fitted. 

Fuse Rating 

For operation from 100/115/127 V supplies a 20 mm, 316 mA slow-blow fuse (B & K no. 
VF 0042) should be used. For 200/220/240 V supplies, a 20 mm, 160 mA slow-blow fuse 
(B & K no. VF 0051) is required. 

Note: For continued protection and safe operation of the Phase Meter only the correct 
type and rating of fuse should be used. Using mended fuses and short-circuiting fuse
holders reduces the safety of the instrument and may result in damage to it. 
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Supply Connections 

Once the mains voltage setting and mains fuse have been checked, connect the Mains 
Input connector to the mains supply using Power Cable AN 0020, supplied with the in
strument. 

The Phase Meter has a high standard of safety insulation in accordance with Safety 
Class II of IEC 348 and therefore need not be connected to the protective earth contact 
of a mains supply outlet. 

3.2. GROUNDING CONSIDERATIONS 

The use of a Phase Meter is frequently associated with the formation of ground loops 
because it requires a connection at both the input and output of the object under test. 
The Type 2977 has been designed to overcome this with carefully designed input circuits 
and separate analogue and digital ground circuits allowing ground loops in signal or 
digital interface connections to other instruments, to be safely broken. 

& WARNING: The Phase Meter is designed to be operated with its Input socket screens, 
Signal Ground and Chassis Ground at earth potential. Allowing any of these to float at 
other than earth potential can reduce the safety of the instrument and may result in 
damage to it. 

3.2.1. Measurement System Grounding 

12 

Indiscriminate grounding of instruments in a measurement system can introduce ground
loop interference. Ground loops are created where multiple ground paths exist between 
two or more points in the measurement system, for instance where two instruments are 
interconnected by two separate signal lines. Circulating currents in these ground loops 
generate noise voltages which can lead to less accurate measurements, and in extreme 
cases, disrupt the digital communications in a bus-based system. 

If the Phase Meter is part of a measurement system consisting of several instruments, 
use the following procedure to ensure that ground loops are eliminated without affecting 
the operating safety of the system. 

1. Switch all instruments "Off" before making any changes to ground connections. 

2. Connect together the Signal Ground lines of all the instruments in the system-this 
is done automatically through the screens of signal input/output connections. Make 
sure that the Signal Ground switch is "On" on any instruments equipped with such a 
switch. 

3. If there is more than one signal cable connecting any two instruments together, 
break the signal ground connection in all but one of the interconnecting cables, 
either by switching Signal Ground "Off" or by disconnecting the signal ground lines 
in the cables. 

If this is not possible, use short cables and bunch the cables together to keep the 
area enclosed by cable loops as small as possible. 

4. On all instruments which have a ground connection in their mains supply connector, 
connect the Chassis to mains ground. Disconnect Signal Ground from the Chassis 
on all but one of these instruments. 



5. In IEEE/IEC bus-based systems, disconnect Signal Ground from Chassis on all but 
one of the instruments connected to the bus. Leave Signal Ground connected to the 
Chassis on an instrument with a mains ground connection, if any are included in the 
bus system. The bus cables provide a continuous. chassis ground connection be
tween the instruments. 

6. Ensure that metal instrument cabinets do not touch each other, particularly if the 
chassis are connected to Signal Ground. In rack-mounted systems, use isolating 
flanges to prevent ground loops being formed through the rack itself. 

If instrument chassis cannot be isolated from the rack, connect Signal Ground to 
Chassis on one instrument without a mains ground connection (if the system in
cludes any) and on one instrument with a mains ground connection (again, if any are 
included in the system). Disconnect signal ground from chassis in all other instru
ments. The rack will provide a continuous chassis ground between all the instru
ments. 

7. If transducers with metal housings are used, isolate the housings from grounded 
surfaces. 

3.2.2. Phase Meter Chassis and Signal Grounding 

To make ground loop elimination easier and to reduce the interference between the 
digital and analogue circuits, the Phase Meter has two separate ground circuits. Chassis 
Ground is permanently connected to the ground line of the digital circuits, which process 
measurements for the display and DC Output, and which also control the IEEE/IEC bus 
interface. The analogue circuit has a separate Signal Ground, normally connected to the 
Chassis by a metal clamp on the rear panel. 

Measurement and control information is exchanged between the two circuits via optical 
couplers; transformer-isolated power supplies ensure that no electrical connection exists 
between the two circuits. Fig. 3.1 shows, schematically, the grounding circuits within the 
Phase Meter. 

Chassis and Signal Ground should always be connected to each other. If the rear panel 
link between Chassis and Signal Grounds is removed, there should be a link between the 
two ground lines at some other point in the measuring system. Allowing a potential 
difference to develop between the Chassis and Signal Grounds may make the instrument 
unsafe for the user. The use of 10:1 Input Probe ZC 0016 is recommended for measure
ments on signals likely to exceed 30 V RMS. See section 3.4.3 for details. 

When the Phase Meter is used as a stand alone instrument and there is a continuous 
ground connection from input to output within the object under test-, one of the Phase 
Meter's Signal Ground switches should be switched to "Off" to break the ground loop 
which would otherwise exist. 

The front-panel Signal Ground switch should only be switched to "Off" when the Input 
socket screen is connected to Signal Ground elsewhere in the measurement setup, to 
avoid creating ground loops. The socket screen remains connected to the Signal Ground 
line by an internal link which limits the potential difference between the two points to 
0,6V. 
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Fig. 3. 1. Schematic diagram of the ground circuits of the 2977. Points 
1 and 2 are the Signal Ground "On/Off" switches, point 3 is 
the rear panel Chassis/Signal Ground link 

3.3. SWITCHING THE PHASE METER ON 
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After the mains supply and grounding precautions described above have been carried 
out the Phase Meter can be switched on. 

When the Phase Meter is switched on all the front panel switches are set to the state 
they were in immediately before the instrument was last switched off. Also restarted at 
switch-on are the Special Functions which operate continuously - Special Functions 
which carry out averaging, for instance, or Threshold comparisons. Special Functions 
which are self-terminating, such as "F 02, Auto-Calibration" and "F 13, Datalogger", are 
cancelled when the Phase Meter is switched off and are not restarted at power-up. 

The last set of parameters specified for any Special Function remains in the continuous 
memory of the Phase Meter, regardless of whether or not that Special Function was 
operating before the instrument was switched off. When a Special Function is called up, 
previously entered parameters are displayed to allow the previous set-up to be exam
ined and re-entered. 

If the backup battery is low or faulty, the Phase Meter is set to a default state on power 
up. The default state is described in section 5.5.9, which also shows how the use of the 
IEEE interface job "Reset 2" results in the same default conditions. 



3.3.1. Continuous Memory 

The continuous memory is supplied from a built-in NiCd battery which is automatically 
recharged while the Phase Meter is switched on. When the battery is fully charged data 
is retained in the continuous memory for at least 30 days-a more typical retention time 
would be around 180 days at an ambient temperature of 20° C. 

The battery remains fully charged if the Phase Meter is switched on for about one hour 
every day. Leaving the Phase Meter turned on for at least 60 hours ensures a full re
charge after the battery has been completely discharged. 

3.4. MEASURING PHASE DIFFERENCE 

The basic setting-up procedure for phase measurement is described in section 3.4.4. 
The Phase Meter measures the phase of the signal at Input B relative to the signal at 
Input A (reference signal). With positive- or negative-slope input triggering, AC or DC 
input coupling, centre-zero or end-zero display ranges and built-in delay line, the Phase 
Meter can measure phase difference directly on a wide range of signals. 

3.4.1. Definition of Phase Difference 

Phase is a relative time measurement between two periodic events. It is generally as
sumed that these events are repeated at the same frequency ( f) with a period T ( = 1/t) 
as shown in Fig. 3.2. 

i-----T-----.i 
A B A B A B A 

t·~ I 
I 

I. I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

tA t 9 Time 

14--------360°----..i 
=K 

473178 

Fig. 3.2. Definition of the phase 
difference between two 
periodic events A and B 

The phase of event B compared to event A ( </) a(AJ) is proportional to the time difference 
between the two events ( tA - ta), divided by the period T: 

tA - ta 
<P a(A) = k-T-

Usually one period is defined to equal 360° or 2 1r ( ,..._, 6,283) radians. Hence the constant 
k assumes one of these values. 

If event B occurs before event A , event B is said to lead event A. The opposite case is 
called lag. Phase angles are positive for lead and negative for lag. (It is common prac
tice to change leading phase differences of greater than 180° to lagging phase differ
ences; thus, for example, + 270° becomes -90° ). 
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The definition of the event to which the phase measurement is referred is easy to make 
if the two signals are identical. But for non-similar signals, giving a uniform definition of 
event is more difficult. For the Phase Meter Type 2977 the event of interest is defined as 
the instantaneous voltage crossing of the zero voltage axis. Thus the definition of the 
event is related only to the periodicity of the signal and may be precisely defined regard
less of the shape of the signal. 

3.4.2. Connecting the Input Signals 

400 

300 

200 

100 

0 
5 10 

I I 

The Input sockets are standard BNC sockets. The impedance of each of the inputs is 
1 MQ paralleled with 47 pF. To ensure accurate triggering of the Phase Meter the input 
signals should have a peak voltage in the range 1,4 mV to 1 0 V. If the peak voltage is 
outside these limits the display indicates this with the letters A or B, according to the 
input, and an up arrow (Vin > 10 V) or a down arrow (Vin < 1,4 mV). 

The input circuits are protected for a maximum input voltage of 220 V RMS at 50 or 
60 Hz; 250 V DC; or 350 V peak (Voe + V AC pk) at frequencies up to approximately 30 kHz. 
Above 30 kHz the maximum permissible input voltage reduces as shown in Fig. 3.3. 

I I 1 1 
Max. Input Voltage 

Voe + V AC pk 
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\ , 
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' \ I\ 
'i'\ 
~ r,...... 

...... r-,... ...... 
"'"' 

20 50 100 200 500 1 k 2 k 5 k 10 k 20 k 50 k 1 00 k 200 k 500 k 1 M 2 M 

Frequency Hz 860956 

Fig. 3.3. Maximum input voltage as a function of input signal frequency. 

3.4.3. Using 10:1 Input Probe ZC0016 
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Signals with a peak voltage of up to 100 V can be connected to the Phase Meter using 
the 10:1 Input Probe ZC 0016. The probe has an impedance of 1 0 Mn paralleled by 15 pF 
and can withstand input voltages of up to 350 V RMS (500 V peak including DC compo
nent) at frequencies up to 1 MHz. The use of these probes can introduce a small error, 



typically less than ± 1 °. 

To minimise the error introduced by the probes, they must be "tuned" to each other. 
This is done as follows. 

1. Connect the two probes to the Phase Meter inputs, with both inputs set to "AC" 
(coupling). Input A is set to "Negative" trigger and Input B to "Positive" trigger. 

2. Connect both the probes to the same 3,4 kHz, 1 V signal source and adjust one or 
both of them until the Phase Meter indicates a phase difference of 180,0°. 

3.4.4. Basic Setup for Phase Measurements 

This section describes a general procedure for measuring the phase difference of two 
signals of the same frequency. 

1. Connect the reference signal to Input A and the unknown signal to Input B. The two 
signals should have the same frequency, but need not have the same waveform. 

2. Check that both input channels are properly triggered, i.e., that none of the input 
overload and underload indicators are lit. 

3. Set the Phase Meter up as follows: 

Function: 

Rate: 

Filters: 

Range-Unit: 

Input A: 

Input B: 

"Phase B-A" (Check that "Delay" is not selected. 
The LED in the "Delay" pushkey should be off). 

"200 ms". This setting gives the fastest response 
time. If measurements are to be made on very low 
frequency signals set the Rate to "1 s". 

Set the high frequency cut-off to 200 kHz (both 
switches off). 

"0-360°". Use the "Radian/Degree" pushkey to set 
the Unit to degrees. 

Positive slope trigger (the LED in the "Trig +/Trig 
-" pushkey is unlit), AC coupled (the LED in the 
"AC/DC" pushkey is unlit). 

As Input A. 

If the phase reading is stable, go to step 5. 

4. If the phase reading is unstable, it may be due to one of the following reasons: 

(a) The phase reading may be unstable because the input signal(s) is (are) too noisy. 
Try one of the following methods to get a stable reading: 

• set one of the inputs to negative slope triggering ("Trig -"; the LED in the 
pushkey should light). If a stable reading between 180° and 360° is now 
obtained, it can be considered valid because the Phase Meter is more toler
ant of noise in this range. This is also true for readings between 0° and 
-180° when the "± 180" Range is selected. 
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• increase the input level of the noisy signal. 

• reduce the high frequency cut-off of the Phase Meter by using the Filters 
pushkeys. Note that measurements can be made at frequencies above the 
Filters setting, but with reduced accuracy. 

• use external filters to reduce the bandwidth of the input signal. 

(b) The reading may be unstable if the measured phase difference is close to zero. 
Reverse the trigger slope of one of the inputs and then subtract 180° from the 
phase reading when measuring signals in or nearly in phase. 

(c) Input signals of slightly different frequencies can give an unstable reading. The 
Phase Meter cannot measure phase difference in this case. 

5. With a stable indication of the phase difference between the two signals reverse the 
trigger setting of Input A (set "Trig -"). Compare the new reading with the previous 
reading. 

(a) A 180° difference indicates that signal A is symmetrical. (Strictly speaking, sym
metrical with respect to zero crossings. However, for most commonly occurring 
waveforms, amplitude symmetry can be assumed if zero crossing symmetry ex
ists.) 

(b) A 0° difference (i.e., the readings are the same) indicates that one or both sig
nals are too noisy or that the frequencies of the input signals are different. 

(c) A difference other than 0° or 180° indicates that signal A is unsymmetrical. See 
section 3.4.5 for details of how to measure the phase difference on unsymmetri
cal signals. 

Repeat the above procedure, changing the trigger setting of Input B, to find out if 
the signal at Input B is symmetrical. If it is not symmetrical, use the procedure in 
section 3.4.5 to find the phase difference between the two inputs. 

6. Select the required scale units using the "Radians/Degrees" pushkey-resolution is 
greater when the display is scaled in radians-and select the Range-"0 - 360° /0 -
6,28 rad" or "± 180° I± 3, 14 rad". If both inputs have the same trigger setting, the 
correct reading is displayed directly. If the trigger settings are opposite subtract 
180° or 3, 14 rad from the indicated reading. 

3.4.5. Measurements On Unsymmetrical Signals 
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Special care must be taken when measuring on signals which are not symmetrical about 
the zero voltage axis. An example of such a signal is a sine wave clipped on one peak, 
as illustrated in Fig. 3.4. If such a signal is AC-coupled in the Phase Meter's input, the 
zero axis of the AC coupled waveform will be offset from the zero axis of the original 
sine wave. 

In many cases such a problem can be overcome by DC coupling the input-press the 
"AC/DC" pushkey of the appropriate input so that the LED in the switch is lit. However, 
if the input signal already includes a large DC offset, it will have to be AC coupled. In 
this case use the following method to calculate the phase difference. 

1. Set the Range to "± 180°" (or "± 3, 14 rad"). 



original 
zero 

/axis 

~ offset 
zero 
axis 

473185 

Fig. 3.4. Example of phase off
set due to AC-coupling 
of an unsymmetrical 
signal 

2. Note the measured phase difference. 

3. Change the trigger setting of both inputs, and note the new measurement. 

4. Calculate the average value of the two measurements by adding them together and 
dividing the result by two. 

Example: 

With both inputs set for positive triggering ("Trig +", Input A and Input B) the measured 
phase difference is 30°. Both inputs are switched to "Trig -" and the measured phase 
difference is now -40°. Then the actual phase difference is: 

30° + -40° 
<I> =---=-50 

2 

Note that this procedure actually defines a midpoint between two successive zero cross
ings, and the phase angle is measured between the midpoints of the two signals 
(Fig. 3.5). This is the correct definition of phase for most common signals, including 
distorted (symmetrical or unsymmetrical) sine waves. 

A A 

B B 

(a) (b) 
473186 

Fig. 3.5. Two alternative definitions of zero phase difference for sig
nals A and B. In Fig. 3.5 (a), the two signals are in phase 
when the mid-points of the positive part of their cycles coin
cide. In Fig. 3.5 (b), the two signals are in phase when their 
rising edges coincide 
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3.4.6. Using Relative Phase Measurement 
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The Phase Meter can make measurements on almost any periodic waveform. It is not 
even necessary that the two inputs have the same waveform. However, it is necessary 
for the user to decide what constitutes an in-phase condition, and to set the Phase 
Meter up as appropriate. 

The Phase Meter is designed to measure phase on the assumption that zero phase angle 
corresponds to either the positive or negative-going crossing of the O V axis (depending 
on the settings of the input trigger pushkeys). If one of the input signals is so defined 
that zero phase angle does not coincide with the crossing of the O V axis, the phase 
measurement will include an "offset" equal to the phase angle between the Phase Me
ter's trigger point (when the input signal crosses O V) and the defined zero phase angle. 

A similar situation arises when both input signals have "offset" zero phase angles, and 
these offsets are not the same for both waveforms. 

In a situation like this the Phase Meter is used in the "Relative" measurement mode. A 
reference phase corresponding to the "offset" phase value is entered into the Phase 
Meter using either the "Rel. Set" pushkey in the method described below or the Special 
Function "f 06" as described in section 4.2.8. This reference value is subtracted from 
subsequent measurements so that the displayed phase difference is the actual difference 
in phase between the defined zero phase points of the two waveforms. 

Before making measurements in this manner some preliminary analysis of the wave
forms to be compared is necessary to decide on the appropriate trigger slopes and 
measurement range to be used. These depend very much on the signals to be measured. 

Using I Rel. Set To Enter A Phase Reference 

In certain cases, particularly where only one of the two input waveforms has its zero 
phase at a different point on the waveform to a positive- or negative-going crossing of 
O V, the phase "offset" can be measured. It may already be known, for instance, that the 
two signals are in phase at a particular frequency, or under some other easily obtainable 
conditions. 

If this is the case, proceed as follows. 

1. Connect the reference signal and the "unknown" signal to inputs A and B respec
tively, and arrange that they are in phase. 

2. Follow the procedure described in section 3.4.4 to obtain a steady measurement of 
phase difference. 

3. Press the "Rel. Set" pushkey to store the measured difference. 

4. Press the "Relative" pushey. The display should now read zero, as the stored "off
set" phase is subtracted from the phase measurement. Subsequent measurements 
will be displayed with the stored reference phase subtracted from the measured 
phase difference. 



3.4.7. Delayed Triggering of Input A 

The Phase Meter has a built-in delay timer in Input A. This has the effect of delaying 
triggering by the reference signal, and is used when measuring phase difference on 
systems which have a time delay between the input and output which is independent of 
the frequency response. 

Typical examples of this are phase response measurements on loudspeakers, on the 
record/playback heads of tape recorders, and in vibration measurements. 

The delay time is set by the user, using Special Function "F08" - see Chapter 4 for 
details of how to use the Special Functions. Once the delay time has been set, the delay 
is switched on and off by using the "Delay A" pushkey in the Function pushkey group. 

3.4.8. Measurements on Low-Frequency and Low-Voltage Signals 

Noise voltages on low-frequency and low voltage signals can lead to errors in the mea
surement of phase difference. On low voltage signals with a poor signal-to-noise ratio, 
noise can trigger the Phase Meter at any point in the input cycle. With low frequency 
signals which have a slow rate of change near O V (the trigger voltage of the Phase 
Meter), a similar problem arises, as the instantaneous voltage of the input signal is close 
to O V for a long period of time. 

The following methods can be used to reduce the effect of noise on the input signal: 

1. Make sure that there are no loops in the ground connections to the Phase Meter. 
See section 3.2 for instructions on eliminating ground loops. 

2. Use the Phase Meter's low pass filters-the Filters pushkeys-to reduce the effect 
of high-frequency noise. 

3. Use Special Function "F03" (Running Average) or "F04" (Block Average) to calcu
late and display the average value of a sequence of measurements. See sections 
4.2.5 and 4.2.6 for more details of these functions. 

3.4.9. High Resolution Phase Measurements 

High resolution measurement of phase difference is selected using Special Function 
"F 09", described in section 4.2.11. Measurements are displayed with 0,01 ° resolution. 

3.4.10. Measuring Multi-Cycle Phase Differences 

In some applications the phase differences can exceed one full cycle (360° or 6,28 rad). 
The Phase Meter has a "± 1800° / ± 31,4 rad" Range setting which accomodates these 
measurements without the full-scale "roll-over" effect found in most phase meters. 

The basic set up for such measurements is the same as that for ordinary phase mea
surements, described in section 3.4.1. When the "± 1800° / ± 31,4 rad" push key is pressed 
the Phase Meter starts measuring on the assumption that the signals are within one 
cycle of each other - i.e., that the initial phase difference is within the range 0-360° or 
0-6,28 rad. As the measurement increases beyond these values, the Phase Meter contin
ues to indicate the true, absolute phase difference up to limits of ± 1800° or ± 31,4 rad. 
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Pressing the "±1800°/±31,4rad" pushkey resets the measurement so that the Phase 
Meter starts measuring within the first cycle (0-360° /0-6,28 rad) again. 

3.4.11. DC Output of Phase Measurements 

The rear panel DC Output socket provides a DC output voltage which is linearly propor
tional to the phase difference. In effect, the DC output is always scaled as if the mea
surements were being made in the "0-360° /0-6,28 rad" range. The output voltage ranges 
from 0 V at zero phase difference to 3,6 V for 360° phase difference or 6,28 V for 6,28 rad 
phase difference. 

When the Range is set to "± 180° I± 3, 14 rad", the DC Output voltage is still O V for zero 
phase difference. The output voltage increases to 1,8 V (3, 14 V) as the phase difference 
increases to + 180° ( +3, 14 rad). At these points the phase reading switches polarity -
+ 180° is equal to -180° phase difference - but the DC Output voltage remains the 
same. Then, as the phase difference decreases in magnitude from -180° (-3, 14 rad) 
towards zero, the DC Output voltage increases to 3,6 V (6,28 V). 

When the Range is set to "± 1800° I± 31,4 rad", the DC Output is similar to the 
"± 180° / ± 3, 14 rad" DC Output, but at one-tenth of the scale. As the measured phase 
difference increases from zero to + 1800° ( +3, 14 rad), the DC Output increases from 0 V 
to + 1,8 V ( +3, 14 V). At this point the displayed measurement switches to negative values. 
As the displayed measurement decreases from -1800° (-31,4 rad) to zero, the output 
voltage increases from + 1,8 V ( +3, 14 V) to +3,6 V ( +6,28 V). 

Recorder Calibration 

Pressing the Recorder Cal. pushkey four times gives a sequence of three calibration 
voltages at the DC Output before returning the Phase Meter to measurements. The 
outputs are 0 V, 1,8 V and 3,6 V when measurements are made in degrees, and 0 V, 3, 14 V 
and 6,28 V when measurements are made in radians. The display shows the equivalent 
phase angle according to the current Range-Unit setting. 

3.4.12. Measuring the Phase Relationship of Frequency Multiples 
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The Phase Meter can be used to measure the phase relationship between a fundamental 
frequency and a harmonic of that frequency. A fundamental frequency f 1 can have a 
series of harmonics with frequencies equal to n f 1, where n is an integer value (n = 2, 3, 
... etc.). 

Set the Phase Meter up as follows: 

1. Connect the fundamental signal f 1 to Input A, and connect the harmonic n f 1 to 
Input B. Set the input triggering ("Trig +/-") and coupling ("AC/DC") as desired. 

2. Select the "± 180°" Range-Unit setting (using the "Radian/Degree" pushkey to se
lect degrees if necessary). 

3. Check that the Filters setting is high enough to accomodate both the fundamental 
frequency f 1 and the harmonic, n f 1 . 

To check that the two signals are a fundamental and a harmonic, reverse the trigger 
polarity of Input B. If there is no change or very little change in the phase reading, the 
frequency of the signal at Input B is not an exact multiple of the frequency at Input A. 



The difference between the two phase measurements obtained when the trigger polarity 
of Input B is reversed can also be used to calculate the value of N, the harmonic 
multiple, from the expression n = 180 I~ <t> 

The phase difference measured using the method described here is a lagging phase 
corresponding to the zero crossing at Input B immediately preceding the triggering of 
Input A. The phase reading is always negative with an absolute value less than or equal 
to 360° In (360° is one cycle of the fundamental frequency, at Input A). The equivalent 
leading phase angle can be calculated using the expression: 

A,.+ _ 360 k 
'f' --+'+' n 

For instance, with n = 3, a negative reading of -33° is equivalent to a positive value of 
87°. Note that when measuring on frequency multiples, 360° corresponds to one period 
of f1 , not nf1• 

3.5. MAKING FREQUENCY MEASUREMENTS 

Pressing the "Frequency" pushkey selects measurement of the frequency of the signal at 
Input A. The signal at Input B has no effect on the measurement. 

The Phase Meter can display frequency measurements through six decades, from 0,5 Hz 
to 1 MHz (999,9 kHz), with "Hz" or "kHz" displayed automatically to indicate the display 
scaling. Note, however, that although the Phase Meter gives good results through six 
decades of frequency measurement, it is only specified for measurements in the range 
2 Hz to 200 kHz (see Specifications, Chapter 1 ). 

3.5.1. DC Output of Frequency Measurements 

In normal use, there is no DC Output when "Frequency" measurement is selected. How
ever, by selecting Special Function "F 16" (see section 4.2.17) a DC output voltage of 
1 V /decade is generated, with a voltage range of O V to 6 V covering the full (six-decade) 
frequency measurement range. An output of O V is equivalent to a measurement of 1 Hz, 
1 V is equivalent to 10 Hz, and 6 V is equivalent to 1 MHz (106 Hz). 

External DC recording equipment can be calibrated while making frequency measure
ments by pressing the Recorder Cal. pushkey on the Phase Meter - a sequence of four 
pushes generates three calibration voltages at the DC Output and returns the Phase 
Meter to its measurements. The calibration voltages are O V, corresponding to 1 Hz; 3 V, 
corresponding to 1 kHz; and 6 V, corresponding to 1 MHz (displayed as 999,9 kHz). 

3.5.2. Relative Frequency Measurements 

The "Relative" measurement mode can be used to measure very small frequency differ
ences or to compare directly an unknown frequency with a known frequency. A reference 
frequency is entered into the Phase Meter and subsequently, when the "Relative" push
key in the Range-Unit group is activated, the reference value is subtracted from the 
measured frequency and the difference is displayed. A negative sign indicates that the 
measured frequency is lower than the reference frequency. 

The reference frequency can be a measured frequency-pressing "Rel. Set" stores the 
displayed measurement as the reference value-or it can be entered numerically using 
Special Function "f 07", described in section 4.2.9. 
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3.5.3. High-Resolution Frequency Measurements 

The four-digit display of the Phase Meter allows it to display frequency measurements 
with a resolution of up to 1 part in 1 0 000. However, the Phase Meter measures frequen
cy with a much greater resolution than this. 

Display resolution can be increased by using "Relative" measurement. With Relative 
measurement selected, the display indicates the difference between the input frequency 
and the reference frequency (see section 3.5.2) at the highest resolution it can reach. 

For example, at 20 kHz, the normal display resolution is 0,01 kHz (1 0 Hz). By setting the 
reference frequency to 20 kHz, measurements can be made with 0,01 Hz resolution within 
a range of ± 99,99 Hz-i.e. from 19,9 kHz to 20, 1 kHz. Similarly, measurements from 
19 kHz to 21 kHz-± 999,9 Hz-are displayed with 0, 1 Hz resolution. 

3.5.4. Calibrating the Phase Meter for Frequency Measurement 

The Phase Meter is calibrated for frequency measurements by connecting a 100 000 Hz 
signal to Input A and selecting Special Function "F02". See section 4.2.4 for details. 

3.6. MEASURING GROUP DELAY 

Measurement of group delay is selected using Special Function "F05". A general de
scription of the Special Functions is given in Chapter 4, but group delay measurement is 
treated in more detail in this section. No other Special Functions can operate when 
Group Delay is selected. 

3.6.1. Definition of Group Delay 
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Group delay is defined as the rate of change of phase difference (between two signals) 
as a function of the rate of change of frequency (assuming the two signals are of the 
same frequency): 

d cp B(A) 
Group Delay = - --

d fA 

Group delay is quantified in units of time and is a measurement of the absolute time 
delay (as a function of frequency) between the input and output of the system on which 
the measurement is made. 

To make this measurement the Phase Meter assumes a continuous swept frequency 
input. Then d cp B(AJ and d fA are calculated as the difference between two successive 
measurements of 200 ms or 1 s, as set by the front panel Rate switches. Thus the actual 
calculation of group delay as performed by the Phase Meter is: 

¢2-¢1 
Group Delay = - f f 

2- 1 

where the subscripts 1 and 2 refer, respectively, to the first and second of two success
ive measurements. 



3.6.2. Selecting the Frequency Sweep Rate 

To measure group delay, the Phase Meter requires a swept frequency source. If the 
frequency sweep is too slow, the numerator of the equation given in section 3.6.1 - the 
difference between f 1 and f2 - becomes very small, resulting in the calculation of inaccu
rate values of group delay. To avoid this, the frequency has to sweep through at least 
1 Hz during each measurement period- i.e., for a Rate setting of "1 s", the frequency 
sweep rate should be greater than 1 Hz/s, and for a Rate setting of "200 ms" the sweep 
rate should be greater than 5 Hz/s. 

The Phase Meter displays group delay measurements in the range -9999 ms to 
+9999 ms. If the group delay is calculated to be greater than ± 9999 ms, four lines are 
displayed to show that the measurement is out of range. 

3.6.3. How to Enter "Group Delay" 

Three parameters have to be entered into the Phase Meter for group delay measure
ments. Two parameters are necessary to specify the range of the DC Output-one 
parameter specifies the delay time corresponding to a DC output level of O V, the second 
parameter specifies the delay time corresponding to a DC output level of +6 V. The third 
parameter specifies the phase measurement range, "0-360°" or "± 1800°. 

When the required values for the three parameters described above have been decided 
on, the "Group Delay" Special Function is entered using the following procedure: 

1. Connect up the input signals as described in section 3.4. After setting the Rate 
switches ("1 s" or "200 ms"), check that the signal source is set up to deliver a swept 
frequency output with a minimum sweep rate of 1 Hz/measurement period as ex
plained in section 3.6.2. 

2. If any Special Functions are currently active, use Special Function "F 00" to cancel 
them-see section 4.2.2. 

3. Enter Special Function "F 05", using the following push key sequence: 

± 3.14 

~. ~; 

If "FOO" is indicated on the display, "F05" can be entered 
immediately. If the display indicates "LOG", reset the 
"Lock/Open" function to "Open" (see section 4.2.1 ). 

"f 05" is selected, and the display shows the previously
entered delay time corresponding to O V DC Output. 

If the delay time corresponding to O V DC Output is to be 
changed, enter a new time in the range ± 9999 ms (ms is 
automatically selected as the measurement unit, and can
not be changed. Only the numerical quantity is entered). 
Here, -100 ms is entered. I ± (Phase 8-A) selects posi
tive or negative polarity. 
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Press I Special/Enter when the display shows the re
quired delay time for O V DC Output. If the previously 
entered parameter is to remain unchanged, press I 
Special/Enter without entering any new figures. The dis
play now shows the delay time corresponding to 6 V at the 
DC Output. 

If the delay time corresponding to 6 V DC Output is to be 
changed, enter a new time in the range ± 9999 ms- as for 
the first parameter. Here, ( + )100 ms is entered. As before, 
use I ± (Phase 8-A) to toggle betweeen positive and 
negative polarity. 

Press I Special/Enter when the display shows the re
quired delay time (for 6 V DC Output). If the previously 
entered parameter is to remain unchanged, press I 
Special/Enter without entering any new figures. The dis
play now reads either "1" or "2", indicating the Phase 
measurement range. 

Enter "1" to select phase measurement in the range 
"0-360°", "2" for "± 1800°". Pressing I Special/Enter 
completes entry of the Special Function and the Phase 
Meter starts measuring group delay. 

3.6.4. DC Output of Group Delay Measurements 
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Special Function "F 05" allows the user to scale the DC Output (0 V to +6 V) according to 
requirements. The first and second parameters entered for the Special Function define 
respectively the value of group delay which generates a DC Output voltage of O V, and 
the value of group delay which generates a DC Output voltage of +6 V. Any value in the 
range ± 9999 ms may be entered for either of these two parameters. 

When the "Recorder Cal." push key is pressed it generates successively O V, +3 V and 
+6 V at the DC Output, corresponding to the first group delay parameter entered, the 
average of the two parameters, and the second parameter entered. 



4. SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 

4.1. INTRODUCTION 

The Type 2977 Phase Meter has twenty Special Functions which provide extra signal 
processing and instrument control functions. The Special Functions are called up using 
sequences of front-panel pushkey operations based around the "Special/Enter" push
key. When "Special/Enter" is pressed, the keys highlighted in Fig. 4.1 take alternative 
functions to allow numerical parameters and measurement units and polarities to be 
entered for the Special Functions. 

Phase Meter Type 2977 

ii 
r ur,-.,:} 

@ 
0 Off 

M: 41pf -

r Lo<al ,SRO 

tntedijce 
LJ-;te-n 

,----Range-Unit-----. 
0 - 6.28 ± 3.14 :t 31.4 

1· i · i · 
i ·l ·l l 

AC 

Power 

Fig. 4. 1. The front panel of the Phase Meter with the dual-function 
pushkeys used in selecting and setting up Special Functions 
highlighted 

Figs. 4.2 and 4.3 show the two sides of the Quick Reference Guide, B & K no. QH 0023, 
which is delivered with the Phase Meter. 
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Time 

+/-
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Phase 
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Trigger 
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Phase Meter Type 2977 
Special Functions 

Quick Reference Guide 

"Open" allows Special Functions to be altered 
"Lock" prevents changes in Special Functions 

"Switches off" active Special Functions 

Displays the numbers of active Special Functions 
then returns to measurement 

Displays 4-digit date 
of last calibration 
Enter new date 

Enter number of 
measurements 
2 to 35 

Enter number of 
measurements 
2 to 1999 

Enter DC Output 
0V level, 
-9999 to +9999 ms 

Select unit and 
enter reference value 

Enter delay time 
0,001 to 163,6 ms 

Displays [ R L for 12s (approx.) 
Calibration requires an external 
reference frequency, 100 000 Hz 

Displays running average of set 
number of measurements 
after each individual measurement 

After completing the selected 
number of measurements, displays 
the average value of the block 

Enter DC Output 
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-9999 to +9999 ms 

Displays </J;n - <P,et 
Displays f;r. - f,et 

Enter Range: 
0-360° 11 
± 1800° 12 

· Use I Delay A to switch 
delay on and off 

Displays phase difference with 0,01 ° resolution 

Displays rd '::l; starts measuring when triggered by I Enter, 
TTL trigger input at Ext. Trigger socket, or interface GET command 

Select unit and 
enter first threshold 

Threshold crossing is in
dicated on the display and 
at the Ext. Trigger socket 

Fig. 4.2. The front side of QH 0023, the Quick Reference Guide to the 
Special Functions, supplied with the Phase Meter 
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measurements input or interface GET command to 
output measurements at 200 ms intervals 

Exit lo 

Enables DC Output of Frequency measurements 

Single measurement 
Continuous measurements 
Stop at next !:f 
Datalogger data 
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LF II EOI 
ETX II EOI 
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Special Function set-ups 
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(Defaults to 23 if the number entered is greater than 30) 

Bruel & Kjaer 

Naerum Denmark 

Is 
Is 
17 

I 

QH0023 

860866 

Fig.4.3. The rear side of QH 0023, the Quick Reference Guide to the 
Special Functions, supplied with the Phase Meter 
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4.1.1. Keying-in the Special Functions 
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A Special Function is keyed in by first pressing I Special/Enter. If the display indicates 
"LOG" the "Lock" function has been set- see section 4.2.1. If the display indicates 
"FOO" the required function can be entered. A typical entry sequence for Special Func
tion "F06", entering a reference value for relative phase measurements, is shown here. 
The reference phase difference is to be 220°. 

Typical Entry Sequence: 

Special 

~; 
± 31.4 

~. ~; 
Phase B-A 

~ ± 

200 ms 200 ms Relative 

~, ~, ~o 

~1 ~; 
Degree 

If "FOO" is indicated on the display "F06", can be entered 
immediately. If the display indicates "LOG", reset the 
"Lock/Open" function to "Open" (see section 4.2.1 ). 

"F06" is selected, and the display shows the reference 
value entered the last time the function was called up. 

Select positive or negative polarity. Negative polarity is 
indicated by a minus sign to the left of the display. 

Enter the reference value (220 in this example). 

Select the scale unit for the reference value. Pressing 
"Unit (Radian/Degree)" changes the units in which the 
display is scaled - radians or degrees for phase mea
surement, hertz or kilohertz for frequency - indicated at 
the right-hand side of the display. 

Every time "Special/Enter" is pressed the displayed number, which may be a Special 
Function number or one of the Special Function parameters, is read into the Phase 
Meter. The Phase Meter then checks that this is a valid parameter and that it doesn't 
conflict with the Phase Meter's current setup. 

If a Special Function is selected that is incompatible with the current setup, an error 
number is displayed and the Phase Meter goes back to its previous measurement func
tions. A typical instance of this would be attempting to select "F09", high resolution 
phase measurement, while the Phase Meter is set up for frequency measurements. Use 
Table 4.1 in section 4.2 to check the compatibility of the Special Functions. (The error 
number displayed when the Phase Meter blocks the entry of a Special Function in this 
way corresponds to the "Abnormal!' status bit error numbers listed in appendix A.) 

When the parameter entered within a Special Function falls outside the valid range, the 
Phase Meter displays an error message and resets the display to a default value. Param
eters for which there is a continuous range of valid values (such as reference phases or 
frequencies, number of samples for averaging and datalogging) default to the valid max
imum or minimum value closest to the entered, non-valid value. For other parameters 
the default value is given in the detailed descriptions of the Special Functions which 
follow. 



4.2. DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF SPECIAL FUNCTIONS 

This section describes each of the Special Functions in turn. Certain combinations of 
Special Functions are not possible. Table 4.1 shows, on its top line, Special Functions 
which remain continuously active and which may prevent other Special Functions from 
being entered. To check whether the Special Function to be entered is compatible with 
those already active, find the new Function in the left-hand column of the Table 4.1. Then 
follow the line across. A "Y" in one of the boxes indicates that the new Function is 
compatible with the corresponding Function in the top line of the table. While "F 10", 
"F 13" and "F 14" are active no other Special Functions can be entered. 

Note that all active Special Functions are cancelled when the Function setting is 
changed. To avoid accidentally changing the Function setting and cancelling Special 
Functions (which would then have to be re-entered individually) use the Open/Lock Spe
cial Function. 

Function to be Function(s) Currently Selected 

entered 3 4 5 6 7 9 11 12 16 

Cancel Special Functions, F 00 y y y y y y y y y 

List Active Special Functions, F 01 y y y y y y y y y 

Frequency Calibration, F 02 

Running Average, F 03 y y y y y y 

Block Average, F 04 y y y y y y 

Group Delay, F 05 

Reference Phase, F 06 y y y y 

Reference Frequency, F 07 y y y y 

Delay Time, F 08 y y y y y 

High Resolution Phase, F 09 y y y y 

Arm for Trigger, F 10 y y y y y y y y y 

Phase Thresholds, F 11 y y y y 

Frequency Thresholds, F12 y y y y 

Datalogger Store, F13 

Datalogger Recall, F14 

Enable DC Output (Frequency), F16 y y y y 

IEEE Job Control, F 20 y y y y y y y y y 

IEEE Output Delimiters, F 21 y y y y y y y y y 

IEEE Interface Address, F 22 y y y y y y y y y 
T01227GBO 

Table 4.1. Compatibility of Special Functions. A "Y" indicates that the 
Special Function in the left-hand column is compatible with 
the corresponding Special Function in the top line of the 
table. Note that while Special Functions "F 10", "F 13" and 
"F 14" are active, no other Special Functions can be en
tered 
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4.2.1. Open/Lock F+/-

The "Lock" function prevents changes being made to the Function settings when any of 
the following Special Functions are active: F 03, F 04, F 05, F 06, F 07, F 09, F 11, F 12 and 
F 16. 

To set "Lock", press I Special/Enter, then use I +/- (Phase 8-A) to toggle between 
the "Lock" and "Open" functions. When the display indicates "LOG" or "OPE" as re
quired, press "Special/Enter" to continue measurements. 

Note that setting "Lock" only "locks" the Function pushkeys. All other front-panel push
keys can still be used when "Lock" is set. 

4.2.2. Cancel Special Functions FOO 

Entering "F 00" "switches off" the Special Functions which operate continuously on mea
surements or measurement data. These are Special Functions F 03, F 04, F 05, F 06, F 07, 
F 09, F 11, F 12 and F 16. 

The various parameters associated with these functions are stored in the Phase Meter's 
continuous memory when the functions are cancelled. The next time one of the Special 
Functions is called up the old parameters are displayed, and they can then be re-entered 
unchanged if required. 

4.2.3. List Active Special Functions F01 

Entering "F 01" initiates a listing on the display of all the currently active "continuous" 
Special Functions (F 03, 4, 5, 6, 9, 11, 12, 16). Each function number is displayed for 
about 1 s and the list terminates with the display "End". Associated parameters are not 
displayed. 

To read the parameters which have been entered for a particular Special Function, call 
up that function and use the "Special/Enter" key to step through each parameter entry. 

4.2.4. Frequency Calibration F02 
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"F 02" is used to calibrate the Phase Meter for frequency measurement. A reference 
signal with a frequency of 100 000 Hz is connected to Input A, then "F 02" is entered. 
"F 02" allows a four-digit number to be entered to record, for example, the date of 
calibration-the entered number is displayed when "F 02" is next called up. The com
plete calibration using this function takes a maximum of 12 s. 

If "O" (zero) is entered for the date when "F 02" is called up, no calibration is performed. 

The Phase Meter performs the calibration by measuring the input frequency five times 
and comparing the measurements with a 100 000 Hz signal derived from its own internal 
clock. If each measurement is within ± 500 ppm of 100 000 Hz according to the Phase 
Meter's own clock, correction factors for any small errors which might have been mea
sured are calculated. When this procedure has been completed the Phase Meter is accu
rate to the degree given in the Specifications in Chapter 1. If any of the five measure
ments give a result which is outside the ± 500 ppm limit which the Phase Meter can 
correct for, the message "Err" and the number 60 are displayed briefly, after which the 
Phase Meter reverts to its previous measurement setup. 



The accuracy of the Phase Meter's frequency measurements are relative to the accuracy 
of the input reference frequency. Phase measurements are virtually insensitive to inaccu
racies in the input reference frequency due to the method used to calculate phase differ
ence. 

"F 02" cannot be entered if any other Special Functions are active. Use "F 00" to cancel 
the other Special Functions if calibration is required. 

Parameters: 

Date of calibration. Up to four digits can be entered to record, for example, the week 
and year or month and year of calibration. This number is displayed the next time "f 02" 
is entered. If "O" (zero) is entered, no calibration is carried out. 

4.2.5. Running Average F03 

"F 03" computes the mean value of a sequence of up to 35 measurements. The calcula
tion is performed after each new measurement and the display is updated according to 
the front-panel Rate setting. The latest measurement is entered into the calculation and 
the oldest measurement simultaneously deleted to maintain a constant number of mea
surements in the calculation. The number of measurements to be used in the Running 
Average is entered by the user. 

"F 03" cannot be called up if "F 04" is active. If "F 03" is used in conjunction with the 
Threshold Special Functions "F 11" and "F 12", the Threshold triggers respond to the 
average measurements, not to the individual measurements. 

Out-of-Range Inputs During Running Average 

If an input over- or underrange occurs during the running average, the appropriate over
/underrange arrows are lit and the display shows "----" until the out-of-range mea
surement has been cleared from the averaging sequence. 

If the running average is read out over the interface bus (interface Output? job; see 
Chapter 5) the output information includes a flag which indicates that an overload/un
derload signal is included in the average and that the average value is invalid. (The 
measurement result, although invalid, is included in the average calculation which is read 
out over the interface.) 

Parameters: 

Number of samples: minimum 2, maximum 35. 

4.2.6. Block Average F04 

"F 04", Block Average, computes the mean average of a continuous block of up to 1999 
measurements. The display is updated at the completion of each measurement block, so 
that the display update rate is equivalent to the Rate setting - "200 ms" or "1 s" - multi
plied by the number of samples in the block. 

"F 04" cannot be called up if "F 03", Running Average, is active. If "F 04" is used in 
conjunction with the Threshold Special Functions "F 11" and "F 12", the Threshold trig
gers respond to the averaged voltage, not to the individual measurements. 
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Out-of-Range Measurements Within a Block 

If an input over- or underrange occurs during a block average, the appropriate over
/underrange arrows are lit. When the display is updated at the end of the block contain
ing the input over-/underloads the display shows "----". 

If the block average is read out over the interface bus (interface Output? job; see Chap
ter 5) the output information includes a flag which indicates that an overload/underload 
signal is included in the average and that the average value is invalid. (The measurement 
result, although invalid, is included in the average calculation which is read out over the 
interface.) 

Parameters: 

Number of samples: minimum 2, maximum 1999. 

4.2.7. Group Delay F05 

"f 05" is used to select measurement of group delay. Three parameters are entered, 
specifying the group delay times corresponding to the minimum and maximum DC Out
put voltages and a phase range of one or ten cycles. See section 3.6 for more informa
tion about making group delay measurements. 

"F 05" cannot be entered if any other Special Functions are active. Use "F 00" to cancel 
other Special Functions before entering "F 05". 

Parameters: 

1. DC Output OV level: -9999ms to (+)9999ms. 
The delay time in milliseconds corresponding to a DC Output of O V. 

2. DC Ou put 6 V level: -9999 ms to ( +) 9999 ms. 
The delay time in milliseconds corresponding to a DC Ouput voltage of 6 V (the 
maximum output voltage for Group Delay measurements). 

3. Phase Range: (in degrees only, radians cannot be selected) 

11 (Frequency A): "0-360°" 

I 2 (200 ms): "± 1800°" 

4.2.8. Reference Phase F06 
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"f 06" allows precise, numerical entry of a reference phase difference against which 
"Relative" measurements are calculated. This avoids the necessity for setting up the 
required phase difference at the input for entry using the "Rel. Set" pushkey, reducing 
the cumulative errors which could arise. 

The procedure for entering the reference value is given in section 4.1. 

"F 06", "Rel. Set" and "Relative" Measurements 

After entering "F 06", the Range is automatically set to "Relative" with Unit (radian or 
degree) set as it was before "f 06" was entered. Changing the Range-Unit settings 
doesn't cancel "f 06"; when "Relative" measurement is reselected the display is again 
scaled according to the "f 06" value. 



When "F 06" is cancelled (by entering "F 00" or by changing the Function setting), "Rela
tive" measurements are made according to the value last entered using the "Rel. Set" 
pushkey. When "F06" is called up again the display indicates the previous value entered 
for the Special Function, which can then be re-entered or changed for subsequent "Rela
tive" measurements. Reference values entered using the "Rel. Set" pushkey are not 
displayed. 

Parameters: 

Reference phase: ± 1800° , ± 31,42 rad. 

4.2.9. Reference Frequency F07 

"F07" is similar to "F06" (section 4.2.8), but is used to enter a reference frequency for 
"Relative" frequency measurements. Use the "Unit (Radian/Degree)" pushkey to select 
Hz or kHz as the scale units. 

See also the paragraphs in section 4.2.8 on "F06", "Rel. Set" and "Relative" Measure
ments; this information applies equally to "F07". 

Parameters: 

Reference frequency: 0 to 9999 Hz or 0 to 9999 kHz. 

4.2.10. Delay Time F08 

"F08" is used to key in the Input A delay time, switched on and off by the "Delay A" 
pushkey. 

Parameters: 

Delay time: 0,001 ms to 163,8 ms 

4.2.11. High Resolution Phase F09 

"F09" selects high resolution display of "Relative", "Degree" phase measurements. The 
display range is ± 99,99° with the resolution increased to 0,01 °. High resolution mea
surements cannot be scaled in radians. 

If "F06" is active when "F09" is entered, measurements are scaled relative to this refer
ence. If "F 06" is not active the Phase Meter selects a default reference phase. If the 
measurement at the time "F09" is entered is greater than 270° or less than 90°, the high 
resolution reference phase is 0°. If the measured phase is between 90° and 270°, the 
reference value is set to 180° . 

4.2.12. Arm for Trigger F10 

When "F 10" is entered the Phase Meter waits to be triggered before commencing mea
surement. The display indicates "rdY" and measurement starts when a trigger signal is 
received. The trigger signal can come from one of three sources: 

1. Measurement can be manually triggered by pressing ISpecial/Enter. 
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2. Measurement can be triggered by a TTL (or similar) signal at the rear-panel Ext. 
Trigger socket, pin 1; see section 4.3 for more details. 

3. Measurement can be triggered by an interface bus trigger message-the Phase 
Meter is addressed to listen and the bus command GET (Group Execute Trigger) is 
sent. See Chapter 5 for more details of IEEE interface operation. 

The Phase Meter must be set up for the required measurement before "F 10" is entered; 
all front-panel pushkeys are locked out while "rdY" is displayed. 

"F 10" will work simultaneously with all Special Functions except "F 13", which has its 
own trigger facilities. 

4.2.13. Phase Thresholds F11 
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"F 11" allows two phase difference values to be keyed in as thresholds for comparative 
(Go/No-go) testing on "Phase B-A" measurements. The Phase Meter continues to dis
play measurements in the normal way while "F 11" is selected. If the measured phase 
difference falls outside the threshold limits, all of the front panel over- and under-range 
input indicators light up. 

The within-threshold region is defined as being in the positive-going direction from fhe 
first value entered as a threshold. Thus if the first value entered was 315°, for example, 
and the second was 110°, measurements would be considered to be within the threshold 
limits if they were greater than 315° or less than 110°. Likewise if the first value entered 
was -45° and the second +110°, the within-threshold range would be from -45° through 
0° to + 110°. See Fig. 4.4. 

Threshold 2 
(+) 110° 

(+) 180° ---
(-1800) 

"Outside Threshold " 
Thresh . Out = 0 

(+),90° 

"Within Thresholds" 
Thresh. Out = 1 

-+-- 360° 

270° 
(-90° ) 

Threshold 1 
315° (-45° ) 

861412 

Fig. 4.4. Phase Thresholds (Spe~ial Function "F 11 "). The phase mea
surement is "within thresholds" if it is more positive than the 
first threshold entered, and less positive than the second 
threshold 

Threshold crossing also causes a logic-level change at the rear panel Ext. Trigger sock
et, where pin 3 (normally high) switches to a logic-low level when the measurement is 
outside the thresholds. See section 4.3 for more details of the Ext. Trigger socket. 



Apart from using the over- and under-range arrows for threshold indication, this Special 
Function has no effect on the standard operation of the Phase Meter. Measurements can 
be made with any Range-Unit setting; the display need not be scaled in the same units 
as the Threshold parameters. 

Parameters: 

First and second thresholds: within the ranges ± 1800°, ± 31,42 rad. 

It is not necessary for both parameters to be keyed-in in the same Units. One, for 
instance, may be entered in degrees and the other in radians. Use the "Unit (Radian/De
gree)" pushkey to select radians or degrees. 

Typical Entry Sequence: 

0-6.28 ± 3.14 
Phase B-A 0-360° ± 180° 

~ ± ~· ~· 

~1 ~j 
Degree 

4.2.14. Frequency Thresholds 

Special 

~j 
"F 11" is entered; the display indicates the first of 
the two parameters entered the last time "F 11" 
was set up. 

Enter the first threshold level. Here "-45" is se
lected. 

The "Unit (Radian/Degree)" pushkey is pushed 
one or more times until the required Unit is dis
played, and the Threshold level is entered using 
"Special/Enter". The previous second threshold 
is now displayed, to be entered or changed in the 
same way as the first one. 

F12 

"f 12" is essentially the same as "F11", but working on Frequency measurements in
stead of Phase measurements. The within-threshold region is defined as being from the 
lower to the higher of the two frequencies entered; the order in which they are entered is 
unimportant. As in "F 11" threshold-crossing is indicated by the up- and down-arrows on 
the display and by pin 3 of the rear panel Ext. Trigger socket (described in section 4.3). 

Parameters: 

Upper and lower frequency thresholds: 0 Hz to 9999 kHz. 

Use the "Unit (Radian/Degree)" pushkey to shift between Hz and kHz. 

4.2.15. Datalogger Store F13 

"F 13" allows the Phase Meter to be pre-programmed to make up to 256 measurements 
and store them in the continuous (non-volatile) memory for later recall. Four parameters 
must be specified: the measurement period, the number of samples to be stored, the 
delay (waiting) period between each measurement, and the trigger mode. 

Once "F 13" starts recording measurements, all front-panel controls are locked out of 
action except the "Special/Enter" push key. If "Special/Enter" is pushed, "F 13" is termi
nated and the Phase Meter returns to its previous operations. 
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"F 13" cannot be entered if any other Special Function is operating. 

Parameters: 

The parameters are entered in the following order. Press "Special/Enter" after entering 
each parameter. 

1. Rate setting (measurement period): 

I 1 (Frequency A): 1 Oms 

I 2 (200 ms): 200 ms (default setting) 

I 3 (2 kHz LP): 1 s 

2. Number of Measurements: 2 to 256 

3. Delay Between Measurements: Enter 0 to 1999; the actual delay between mea-
surements is this quantity x the Rate setting (first parameter). 

4. Trigger Mode: 

I 1 (Frequency A): 

I 2 (200ms): 

I 3 (2 kHz LP): 

Free-run (default setting) 

External trigger to start continuous measurement 

External trigger of each individual measurement 

Pressing I O (Relative) in place of the Rate setting, Number of Samples or Trigger Mode, 
causes the Phase Meter to leave "F 13" and return to its previous measurement setup. 

Typical Entry Sequence: 

± 3.14 

~. ~. ~. ~; 
± 3.14 

~. ~; 

"F 13" is entered; the display indicates the Rate 
setting (first parameter) entered the last time the 
Datalogger was set up. 

"2 (200 ms)" selects the 200 ms rate, entered by 
pressing "Special/Enter". The display now indi
cates the previous setting of the second parame
ter: the number of measurements to be recorded. 

The number of measurements to be recorded is 
set to 250 and the display indicates the third 
parameter, the delay between samples. 

The delay between measurements is set to 1 s (5, 
set here, x 200 ms, the Rate setting). The display 
indicates the previous setting of the fourth and 
final parameter for "F 13", the trigger mode. 

The trigger mode is set to "free run", requiring no 
external triggering. Measurement and recording 
start as soon as "Special/Enter" is pressed. 

Once datalogging has started it can be terminated at any time by pressing the "Special/ 
Enter" pushkey. 



4.2.16. Datalogger Recall F14 

"F 14" provides several options for retrieving the data stored by "F 13". When "F 14" is 
entered the display indicates the first measurement recorded by "f 13". All front panel 
pushkeys are reset to the settings used when the measurements were recorded. It is 
then possible to step through the recorded measurements, to find the maximum and 
minimum measurements, to read out all the measurements sequentially and to obtain an 
output of the average value of the stored measurements. The Unit in which the display is 
scaled can be changed at any time by pressing the "Unit (Radian/Degree)" pushkey. 

All displayed measurements are also available at the DC Output. Using the continuous 
output facility of "F 14" (see below) measurements recorded using "F 13" can be output 
to DC recording devices at a rate of one measurement every 200 ms. The use of these 
two Special Functions allows the Phase Meter to monitor phase or frequency over very 
long periods of time without requiring permanent connection to other recording devices 
for hard-copy records of the measurements, or to make fast measurements at a rate of 
up to 100 measurements per second. 

"F 14" cannot be activated if any other Special Functions are active-use "F 00" to can
cel other Special Functions first. While "F 14" is in use no measurements can be made 
as none of the other Phase Meter functions are active. 

Data Recall Operations: 

111 (Frequency A): 

112 (200ms): 

I 3 (2 kHz LP): 

I 4 (0-6.28I360° ): 

1 s (±3.14I1ao0
): 

1 s ( ± 31.4/1800° ): 

I 7 (Delay A): 

I a (1 s): 

I Unit (Radian/Degree): 

I O (Relative): 

Displays the first measurement in the record. 

Displays the last measurement in the record. 

The display reads "rdY"; continuous sequential out
put (display and DC Output) of the recorded mea
surements is started by one of the trigger methods 
detailed below. The output is updated at a rate of 
one measurement every 200 ms. 

Displays the minimum measurement in the record. 

Displays the mean (average) value of the measure
ments. Out-of-range measurements are ignored in 
the calculation. The number of valid measurements 
logged is displayed for 0,3 s before the average 
value of valid measurements is displayed. 

Displays the maximum measurement in the record. 

Decrements the record counter to display the previ
ous measurement in the record. 

Increments the record counter to display the next 
measurement in the record. 

Switches between radian, degree and relative scal
ing of phase measurements, and between hertz, ki
lohertz and relative scaling of frequency measure
ments. The displayed measurement is recalculated 
in the new scale units. 

Exits "F 14" and returns the Phase Meter to its pre
vious measurement operations. 
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Triggering Continuous Output 

Continuous output using 13 is triggered by one of the following methods: 

1. Pressing I Special/Enter. 

2. A TTL (or similar) signal at the rear-panel Ext. Trigger socket, pin 1; see section 4.3 
for more details. 

3. An interface bus trigger message -the Phase Meter is addressed to listen and the 
bus command GET (Group Execute Trigger) is sent. (For more details of IEEE inter
face operation see Chapter 5.) 

Measurements are output continuously at a rate of one measurement every 200 ms. 

4.2.17. DC Output of Frequency Measurement F16 

"F 16" provides DC Output of Frequency measurements. Although Phase measurements 
are always converted to a DC level and output via the DC Output connector on the rear 
panel, this is not the case for Frequency measurements. If a DC output proportional to 
frequency is required "F 16" must be selected. 

The DC output is logarithmically proportional to frequency and ranges from O V to 6 V for 
frequencies from 1 Hz to 999,9 kHz, equivalent to 1 V /decade. See also section 3.5.1 for 
more information about DC output of frequency measurements. 

Note that when Frequency measurements recorded by the Datalogger Special Function 
are being recalled using "F 14", the DC Output is automatically enabled and cannot be 
disabled. It is not, therefore, necessary to select "F 16" to obtain a DC Output of Data
logger Frequency measurements. 

4.2.18. IEEE Job Control F20 
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"F 20" selects the information to be output on the interface bus when the Interface 
"Talk" pushkey is pressed. 

Parameters: 

One of the following: 

I 1 (Frequency A): 

I 2 (200ms): 

I 3 (2 kHz LP): 

I 4 (0-6.2a13eo 0 
): 

Selects output of a single measurement, after 
which "Talk" automatically switches off (default 
setting). 

Selects continuous output of measurements, termi
nated by pressing "Talk" a second time. 

Use as an alternative to pressing the "Talk" push
key to stop the output of information to the bus. 
Measurement output is terminated when the next 
next "LF" (Line Feed) character has been sent. 
(When the "Talk" pushkey is pressed, output stops 
immediately.) 

Selects output of Datalogger measurements record
ed using "F 13". 



1 s (±3.141180° ): 

I 6 (±31.4/1800°): 

I 7 (Delay A): 

4.2.19. IEEE Output Delimiters 

Selects output of the currently active setup. 

Selects output of Special Functions setups. 

Selects output of the Datalogger ("F 13") setup. 

F21 

"F21" is used to select the job (or message) terminator and the job separator used when 
the Phase Meter outputs measurement or setup information to the bus. The terms "job 
terminator" and "job separator" are fully defined in Chapter 5, which gives detailed 
information on IEEE bus operations. 

Parameters: 

Two parameters are entered. Press "Special/Enter" after entering each parameter. 

1. Job Terminator: 

I 1 (Frequency A): 

I 2 (200ms): 

2. Job Separator: 

I 1 (Frequency A): 

I 2 (200 ms): 

4.2.20. IEEE Interface Address 

Selects "LF A EOI" as the job terminator. 

Selects "ETX A EOI" as the job terminator. 

Selects ";" (semi-colon) as the job separator, and 
short-form measurement output. 

Selects "CR LF" as the job separator, with mea
surements output in long "printer" format. 

F22 

"F 22" is used to set the interface address. The address, when set, is stored in the 
continuous memory of the Phase Meter. Normally the address can only be changed 
using this Special Function; however, if the interface job Reset .... 3 is sent to the Phase 
Meter the address is reset to 23, the default value- see section 5.5.9 for details. 

Parameters: 

Interface bus address: O to 30. The Phase Meter is delivered with the address set to 23, 
which is the default address. 

4.3. EXTERNAL TRIGGER SOCKET CONNECTIONS 

The Ext. Trigger socket incorporates a TTL-compatible trigger input and a TTL-compati
ble trigger output. Fig. 4.5 shows the connections to the socket inside the Phase Meter. 

4.3.1. Ext. Trigger Input {Pin 1) 

The "Ext. Trigger" input on pin 1 is used with Special Functions "F 10", "F 13" and 
"F 14". The input is TTL compatible and the Phase Meter is triggered by the rising edge 
of the input signal. 
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Ext. Trigger 

,l'"F 

470 I! 

0 ,1µF~ 

+SV 

Ext. Trig. (TTL compatible) 

Threshold (TTL compatible ; 
fan-out = 1) 

861241 

Fig. 4.5. The External Trigger connector, showing the electrical ter
minations inside the Phase Meter. The connector is viewed 
from the soldering side of the plug 

4.3.2. Threshold Output (Pin 3) 
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The "Threshold" output is a TTL compatible output signal (with a fan-out of 1 for stan
dard TTL) triggered by measurements which exceed the thresholds set up in Special 
Functions "F 11" and "F 12". The output is normally high for signals within the threshold 
limits, going to a low level when threshold crossing occurs and remaining low as long as 
the measurement lies outside the threshold range. 



5. DATA TRANSFER OVER THE IEEE/IEC INTERFACE 

5.1. INTRODUCTION 

The digital interface of the Type 2977 Phase Meter is designed according to ANSI/IEEE 
Std 488-1978, "IEEE Standard Digital Interface for Programmable Instrumentation". The 
only significant difference between this and the digital interface of IEC Publication 625-1 
is in the type of connector specified; a full range of connectors and adaptors from 
Bruel & Kjoor ensures compatibility between instruments fitted with either connector. 

The Phase Meter is connected to other instruments with IEEE/IEC interfaces using the 
following B & K cables and connectors. 

• Cable AO 0265, which has an IEEE standard connector at each end, connects the 
Phase Meter to other instruments equipped with the IEEE connector. 

• Cable AO 0264, with an IEEE connector at one end and an IEC standard connector 
at the other end, connects the Phase Meter to instruments which have the IEC 
connector. 

• Cable AO 0184 with Adaptor AO 0195 is used to connect the Phase Meter to earlier 
B & K instruments equipped with a 25-pin female slide-lock connector. 

• Adaptor AO 0195 allows IEC standard cables to be connected directly to the Phase 
Meter. 

More detailed information about the IEEE/I EC bus system can be found in the B & K 
publication Interfacing Brue/ & Kjrer Instruments, which also contains a list of further ref
erences. 

5.1.1. Data Conventions 

The codes and formats used by the Phase Meter in sending and receiving data and/or 
messages via the IEEE/IEC interface have been designed according to the recommen
dations of IEEE Std 728-1982, "IEEE Recommended Practice for Code and Format Con
ventions (For Use with ANSI/IEEE Std 488-1978)". Note in particular that the Phase 
Meter carries out all communications other than defined bus command sequences using 
ASCII (ISO 7-bit) coded messages. 

It is important to note that although the digital interface of the Phase Meter is designed 
according to IEEE Std 488 and follows the recommendations of IEEE Std 728, absolute 
compatibility with IEC or IEEE/ ANSI interfaces designed by other manufacturers cannot 
be unconditionally guaranteed, since differences can occur within the limits of the speci
fications. Any problems encountered, however, will be of a software rather than a hard
ware nature. Where compatibility is in doubt, contact your local Bruel & Kjoor representa
tive for further information. 
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5.2. IEEE FUNCTIONS IMPLEMENTED 

The interface of the Phase Meter implements the following functions as specified in 
IEEE-488. The sections referred to are the relevant sections of the IEEE Std 488-1978 
which specify the functions. The equivalent clauses of IEC Publication 625-1 are given in 
parentheses. 

Section 2,3 

Section 2,4 

Section 2,5 

Section 2,6 

Section 2,7 

Section 2,8 

Section 2,10 

Section 2,11 

Source Handshake (SH) Interface Function, (Clause 6) 
SH 1-complete capability 

Acceptor Handshake (AH) Interface Function, (Clause 7) 
AH 1-complete capability 

Talker (T) Interface Function, (Clause 8) 
T 5-basic talker, serial poll, talk only mode, unaddress if MLA 

Listener (L) Interface Function, (Clause 9) 
L 3-basic listener, listen only mode, unaddress if MTA 

Service Request (SR) Interface Function, (Clause 10) 
SR 1-complete capability 

Remote Local (RL) Interface Function, (Clause 11) 
RL 1-complete capability 

Device Clear Interface Function, (Clause 13) 
DC 1-complete capability 

Device Trigger Interface Function, (Clause 14) 
DT 1-complete capability 

All other functions-no capability 

For further details of the above functions refer to the relevant sections of the IEEE or 
IEC standards. 

5.3. SETTING THE INTERFACE ADDRESS OF THE PHASE METER 

The Phase Meter uses one interface bus address. On delivery the address is set to 23 
(decimal), and this address is used for the instrument in software packages supplied by 
Br0el & Kjrer unless another code is specified in the software description. 

The bus address can be altered to suit system requirements using the Special Function 
"F 22" in the push key sequence shown below. 

5.3.1. Setting the Bus Address from the Front Panel 
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The pushkey sequence for selecting "F22" and altering the bus address is as follows: 

Special 

~; If "FOO" is indicated on the display, F22 can be 
entered immediately. If the display indicates 
"LOG", refer to section 4.2.1 which explains how 
to re-set the Special Function "Open" condition. 

Special Function F22 is entered and the Phase 
Meter responds by displaying the current bus 
address. If you do not wish to change the ad-



± 3.14 

'If~.~; 

dress, press Special/Enter again and the Phase 
Meter will leave the Special Function routine and 
return to its previous operating state. 

Enter the new address: in this example, bus ad
dress 15 is selected. Pressing Special/Enter 
stores the displayed address and exits the Spe
cial Function routine, returning the Phase Meter 
to its previous operating state. 

If the address entered using the above sequence lies outside the range of valid address
es the display is reset to 23. 

For more information about entering Special Functions, see Chapter 4. 

5.4. GENERAL PRINCIPLES OF INTERFACE JOBS 

The Phase Meter's interface jobs have been designed to follow the recommendations on 
coding and syntax of IEEE-728 and IEC 625-2. All information transfer into and out of 
the Phase Meter is carried out using messages coded according to the ASCII (ISO 7-bit) 
coding. 

The Phase Meter's jobs are designed to be "re-usable". This means that input and 
output jobs (except measurement outputs) have the same syntax. When the Phase Meter 
outputs information about its setup, it sends a message which can be used as an input 
job to bring about that same setup. A general syntax diagram for these interface jobs is 
given in Fig. 5.1. 

Job Header Data 

• see text 860955 

Fig. 5. 1. General syntax diagram for interface jobs 

5.4.1. Job Headers and Minimum Code 

The Phase Meter is controlled by the interface jobs listed in Table 5.1. Each job consists 
of a job header and a data field (the data is optional for some jobs). 

The job header introduces the job; in many cases it corresponds to the pushkey group
ings on the Phase Meter's front panel. The data field can then be thought of as the 
individual pushkeys. 
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The job header consists of one or more words. The ASCII underline character "_" (ASCII 
code 95 decimal) is used to separate words in the header. A space character cannot be 
used here as it is used to separate the header from the data field. A hyphen ("-"; ASCII 
code 45 decimal) or a full stop ("."; ASCII code 46 decimal) can be used in place of the 
underline for input jobs. 

The words making up the header do not need to be sent in full to the Phase Meter; they 
can be reduced to the minimum code which is given in bold, upper-case characters in 
the tables. 

Examples: 

RECORDER_CAL 
REC_CAL 
R_C 

are all acceptable as job headers for the same interface job. Note also that the Phase 
Meter makes no distinction between upper and lower case characters when it reads in 
jobs. 

5.4.2. The Data Field 

The data field contains information specific to the interface job defined by the header. 
The data field may contain one or more words in the same way as the job header, or it 
may be numerical. Many jobs, particularly those entering Special Functions, have several 
parameters entered as a series of data items with a comma separating each item. 

The data field is separated from the job header by space character ("SP", decimal 32). 
Alternatively a comma (",", decimal 44) can be used for input jobs. The Phase Meter, 
when outputting jobs, always uses a space character to separate header and data. In the 
text descriptions which follow, the space character is represented by the symbol "...,". 

5.4.3. Job Separators and Terminators 
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There are two ways of telling the Phase Meter that it has received the complete job. 
When the Phase Meter receives either a job separator character or job terminator, it 
checks the input job and, if it is a valid job, carries it out. 

Special Function "F21" is used to select the job separator (parameter 2) and terminator 
(parameter 1) for output jobs. 

Job Separators 

A job separator signals the end of an individual job without setting the interface EOI line 
which in most systems signals the end of a job transfer sequence. The two message unit 
separators recognised by the Phase Meter are a semi-colon (";", ASCII code 59) and line 
feed ("LF", ASCII code 10). The line feed may be preceded by a carriage return charac
ter. 

For Phase Meter output jobs, set parameter 2 of "F21" to "1" for";", "2" for "CRLF". 

Job Terminators 

The job terminator, signified by Te in Fig. 5.1, uses the EOI line to indicate the end of the 
interface job. The EOI line is usually set simultaneously with an ASCII control character 



such as a "LF", "ETX". Alternatively, EOI may be set simultaneously with the last charac
ter of the input job. 

Set parameter 1 of "F21" to "1" to terminate output jobs with "LF A EOI", "2" to termi
nate output jobs with "ETX A EOI". 

5.4.4. Outputting Information 

The output jobs of the Phase Meter allow the instrument to be interrogated for measure
ment results and information about pushkey set-ups, the status byte and error condi
tions. All jobs which interrogate the Phase Meter for information about its set-ups return 
a message which consists of the same minimum code used in sending the message to 
the Phase Meter. Thus all these output messages are also valid input jobs. 

This facility allows complete set-ups, output via the bus to a recording device, to be sent 
back to the Phase Meter later with no further processing. A typical application of this 
would be with the Bruel & Kjrer Type 7400 Digital Cassette Recorder. Using the Phase 
Meter's "Talk" pushkey and the appropriate setting of Special Funtion "F20" the current 
set-up and Special Function settings of the Phase Meter can be stored on a Cassette 
and later re-entered into the Phase Meter {set to "Listen"). 

5.5. THE INTERFACE JOBS 

Tables 5.1 (a) and 5.1 (b) give an overview of the Phase Meter's interface jobs. The follow
ing sections give examples of the input jobs. 

5.5.1. Function Interface Job 

Equivalent to the front-panel pushkeys, with the addition of the Function ... Hide job which 
allows Special Functions to be set up without actually activating them. 

Special Functions are entered using Special {or Hide, if they are not to be activated 
immediately) as the first entry in the data field, followed by the number of the function, 
followed by any parameters. The Special Functions and associated parameters are 
shown in Table 5.2. See Chapter 4 for full details of the Special Functions. 

Examples: 

FUNCTION ... PHASE_B-A 

FU ... F 

FU ... S,8,3.5;FU ... D 

5.5.2. Rate Interface Job 

Sets Function to "Phase B-A". 

Sets Function to "Frequency". 

Sets the delay time to 3,5 ms and then switches on 
the delay. 

Sets the measurement period {front panel Rate pushkey settings) to 1 s or 200 ms. 

Examples: 

RATE ... 1S 

RA ... 1000MS 

RA ... 200MS 

Sets the Rate to "1 s". 

Sets the Rate to "1 s". 

Sets the Rate to "200 ms". 
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Job Header 

FUnction 
Function? 

RAte 
RAte? 

FIiters 
FIiters? 

Range_Unit 
Range_Unit? 

R_U_Phase 
R_U_Phase? 

R_U_Frequency 
R_U_Frequency? 

lnput_A 
lnput_A? 

lnput_B 
lnput_B? 

Recorder _Cal 
Recorder _Cal? 

Output? 

Data 

Phase_B-A 
Frequency_A 
Delay_A 
SPECIAL, xx ... 
Hide,xx ... 

Further Information 

Equivalent to the front-panel Function 
pushkey group. FUnction ... Hide allows 
parameters to be entered for Special 
Functions without putting the functions into 
operation. For more details about using 
FUnction ... Special, xx ... and 
FUnction ... Hide,x x refer to Table 5.2. 

1s 
200ms 

(1000MS) Equivalent to the front-panel Rate pushkey 
(.2S) group. 

(No Data) 
Off 
20KHZ 
2KHZ 

(No Data) 
360 
180 
1800 

6.28 
3.14 
31.4 

REiative 
Rel_Set 

RAdian 
Degree 

As for Range_Unit 
(excluding Rel_Set) 

(No Data) 
Relative 

Trig_Positive 
Trig_Negative 
DC 
AC 

As lnput_A 

Minimum 
Centre 
MAximum 
Off 

(No Data) 
Datalogger 

Equivalent to the front-panel Filters pushkey 
group. (No data or "Off" sets 200 kHz cut
off.) 

Leave "Relative" display 

} Set Range; Unit is always "Degree" 

} Set Range; Unit is always "Radian" 

Select "Relative" display 
Select current measurement as "Relative" 
reference 

Set Unit to "Radian" (Range unchanged) 
Set Unit to "Degree" (Range unchanged) 

Sets/reads "Phase" Range-Unit (e.g., when 
"Frequency" Function is selected) 

Sets/reads "Frequency" Range-Unit (e.g., 
when "Phase" is selected) - absolute 
frequency scale (no data) or "Relative" 
frequency 

Set Input A trigger slope and amplifier 
coupling 

Set Input B trigger slope and amplifier 
coupling 

Outputs: 0° / -99,99° / 1 Hz 
Outputs: 180° / 0° / 1 kHz 
Outputs: 360° / +99,99° / 999,9 kHz 
Discontinues the Recorder _Cal job. 

Outputs current measurement 
Outputs measurements logged by 
"Datalogger" Special Function 

T01169GBO 

Table 5.1(a). The Phase Meter's interface jobs (continued on Table 5.1(b)) 



Job Header Data Further Information 

Readout_ Type Continuous Select continuous output 
Readout_ Type? Slngle Select single output 

STop Stop continuous output 

Setup? (No Data) As Setup ... ACtive 
ACtive Outputs currently active setup 
Hidden Outputs "hidden" setup - Special Fune-

tions not currently active 
Datalogger Outputs "Datalogger" setup 
ALI Outputs complete setup - S ... H + S ... AC 

Identity? Outputs B&K ... 2977 

REset (No Data) As interface DCL command or Power 
"Off"-"On"; resets status/error codes 

1 Reset Special Functions 
2 Default front-panel setup 
3 Default Special Function parameters 
4 Total device clear (RE ... 1,2,3) 

Error_Stop Yes Job error stops bus handshake* 
Error _Stop? No Job error ignored 

(*If S_R_M ... AB is set; see section 5. 7) 

Set_Request_Mask (No Data) As S_R_M ... None 
Set_Request_Mask? None No status bits enabled for generation 

of SRQ (i.e. no SRQ will be generated} 
ALI All status bits enabled to generate SRQ 
bitname, bitname Selective enable of named bits - see 

section 5.7 and Table 5.5 

Error? (No Data) Outputs E ... L,AB,C,U,l,O - errors 
corresponding to each bit of the Status Byte 

bitname Selective enable (per status bit} of error 
number output 
See section 5.7 and Table 5.5 

Reset_Status_Byte Resets the status byte (see section 5.7) 

T01170GBO 

Table 5. t(b). The Phase Meter's interface jobs (continued from Table 5. 1(a)) 

Function 
Number 

Parameter 

Fig. 5.2. Syntax diagram for Special Function jobs (Function_Special and Function_Hide) 

861068 
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Job 

F .... S,O 

F .... S,1 

F .... S,2 

F .... S,3,x 

F .... S,4,x 

F .... S,6,x 

F .... S,7,x 

F .... S,8,x 

F .... S,9 

F .... S,10 

F .... S,14 

F .... S,16 

F .... S,20,x 

Description 

Cancels Special Functions (see also REset Interface 
Job) 

Displays active Special Functions (see Setup? Inter
face job for bus output of Phase Meter setups) 

Initiates Frequency Calibration (with externally con
nected 100 000 Hz reference frequency) 

Running Average: x = number of samples, 2 to 50 

Block Average: x = number of samples, 2 to 1999 

Group Delay: x 1 , x2 are delay times (milliseconds) 
corresponding to O V & 6 V DC Output; x 3 = 1 for 
single-cycle, 2 for 1 O cycle phase range. 

Reference phase for "Relative" phase measurement. 

Reference frequency for "Relative" frequency mea
surement. 

Delay time for "Delay" pushkey 

Selects high resolution phase display 

Stops measurement and awaits trigger input ("Spe
cial/Enter" pushkey, Ext. Trigger input or interface 
GET command) ;; · 

Thresholds for phase measurements (format NR2 
plus Unit suffix) 

Thresholds for frequency measurements (format 
NR2 plus Unit suffix) 

Datalogger: parameters as described in section 
4.2.15 

Datalogger recall: parameters (0, 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6) as 
described in section 4.2.16 (see also O? .... D and S? .... D) 

Enables DC Output of Frequency measurements 

Set-up manual bus output: parameters (1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 
6, 7) as described in section 4.2.18 

IEEE output terminator and format: parameters as 
described in section 4.2.19 

T01213GBO 

Table 5.2. The Special Function jobs. More details about the parame
ters and operation of the Special Functions can be found 
in Chapter 4. Note that "Hide" can replace "Special" in the 
data field of any of the jobs listed 

5.5.3. Filters Interface Job 
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Selects the cut-off frequency for the low-pass filters in the two input amplifiers. 

Examples: 

FILTERS .... OFF 

Fl .... 20 

Switches the high-frequency filters off, giving a 
high-frequency limit of 200 kHz. 

Sets the high-frequency cut-off of the amplifiers to 
20kHz. 



5.5.4. Range_Unit Interface Job 

Selects the scale units for measurements, according to the currently active Function. 
When Function is set to "Frequency" this job can only be used with the data "REiative" 
(selecting "Relative" measurement) or with no data (returning from "Relative" to abso
lute frequency). 

Examples: 

RANGE_UNIT .... 360 

R_U .... RA 

R_U .... R_S 

5.5.5. R_U_Phase/R_U_Frequency Interface Jobs 

Selects 360° phase measurements. 

Switches to "Radian" scaling of phase measure
ments. 

Sets the current measurement (phase or frequency) 
as the reference level for "Relative" measurements. 

These two jobs are used to select the Range-Unit setting for "Phase" or "Frequency" 
measurements, as specified in the header. For example, the Range-Unit setting for 
"Phase" measurement can be changed or read out, while the Phase Meter is set up for 
"Frequency" measurement. 

The data required by these two jobs is the same as that for the Range-Unit interface job 
described in the preceding section, with the exception of "Rel_Set". 

Examples: 

RANGE_UNIT _PHASE .... 1800 

R_U_F 

5.5.6. lnput_A/lnput_B Interface Jobs 

Sets Range-Unit for "Phase" measurements to 
"1800°". 

Cancels (if set) "Relative" scaling of "Frequency" 
measurement. 

These two jobs are used to set up trigger slopes and input coupling for Input A and 
Input B respectively. 

Examples 

INPUT _A ... T _N,A 

I_B .... D 

5.5.7. Recorder _Cal Interface Job 

Sets up Input A for negative edge triggering, AC 
coupling. 

Sets DC coupling at Input B with no change to the 
trigger slope setting. 

Generates calibration voltages at the DC Output for calibrating externally connected 
recording equipment. The output voltages generated are shown in Table 5.3. The calibra
tion output voltage is generated continuously until another interface job is sent. 
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Recorder Measurement Setup 

Cal Phase, deg. Phase, rad. Frequency (F 16) Group Delay (f 05) 

Minimum 0° :0V 0rad: 0V 1 Hz: 0 V par. 1 :0V 

Centre 180° : 1,8 V 3, 14 rad : 3, 14 V 1 kHz:3V par1 +par2;
2 

:3V 

Maximum 360° : 3,6 V 6,28 rad : 6,28 V 1 MHz:6V par.2 :6 V 
T01214GBO 

Table 5.3. Correspondance between the measurement setup (Function, Range and Unit settings) and the 
output voltages generated by the Recorder _Cal interface job 

Examples: 

RECORDER_CAL. .• MINIMUM 

R_C ... OFF 

Outputs the lowest level Recorder Cal. voltage at 
the DC Output. 

"Switches off" the Recorder Cal. output. 

5.5.8. Readout_ Type Interface Job 

Sets up the type of readout (continuous or single) to be used when the Output? interface 
job is activated. For control of the readouts activated by the Interface "Talk" pushkey 
see Special Function "F 20" (section 4.2.16). 

Examples: 

READOUT_ TYPE ... SINGLE 

R_T ... C 

R_T ... STOP 

One single measurement result is output in re
sponse to the Output? job. 

Measurements are output continuously in response 
to the Output? job. 

Continuous output is stopped, and Readout_ Type 
reverts to "Single". 

5.5.9. Reset Interface Job 
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Sets/resets default conditions in the Phase Meter setup. This includes, in all cases de
scribed below, resetting the ± 1800° I± 31,4 rad measurement so that after the bus REset 
command the first measurement is within ± 180° or 3, 14 rad. 

REset {No Data) 

Produces the same result as the interface DCL (device clear) command or switching the 
instrument off and then on again. 

• The status byte and error numbers are reset, indicating no errors. 

• The pushkey set-ups remain unchanged and continuous Special Functions remain 
active. 

• If one of the two averaging functions (f 03, f 04) was operating, the store of mea
surements for averaging is cleared and averaging is restarted. Non-continuous Spe
cial Functions such as F 13 and F 14 are terminated. 

• If the "± 1800° I± 31,4" range is selected, the inputs are re-synchronised (i.e. the first 
measurement after the REset indicates a phase difference of less than ± 180° or 
3,14 rad). 



REset ... 1 

Cancels active Special Functions, as if "F 00" had been entered. The same result can 
also be achieved with the interface job "F ... S,0". The "± 1800° / ± 31,4" range is also 
reset. 

RE ... 2 

Sets the default front-panel set-up and interface job settings listed below: 

Function: 
Rate: 
Filters: 
Range-Unit: 
Input A, Input B: 

Set_Req uest_M ask ... None 
Error _Stop ... Yes 
Readout_ Type ... Slngle 

"Phase B-A" 
"200ms" 
Off (200 kHz) 
"0-360°" 
"Trig +", "AC" 

The "± 1800° / ± 31,4" range is also reset. 

RE ... 3 

Sets Special Function default parameters as shown in Table 5.4. The "± 1800° / ± 31,4" 
range is also reset. Use this job with caution as it resets the bus address of the Phase 
Meter to 23, the default value. 

RE...4 

Performs all three of the preceding REset jobs: equivalent to RE ... 1,2,3. 

Special Default Parameters 

Function 1 2 3 4 

F02 0 

F03 2 

F04 2 

F05 -9999ms -9999ms 1 

F06 -1800° 

F07 0,0Hz 

F0S 0,001 ms 

F11 -1800° -1800° 

F12 0,0Hz 0,0Hz 

F13 2 2 0 1 

F14 0 

F20 1 

F21 1 1 

F22 23 
T0 1215GBO 

Table 5.4. Default Special Function parameters, set using the inter
face job RE.. ... 3 
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5.6. OUTPUT JOBS 

Interface output jobs consist of a header terminated with a question mark, and with 
some jobs, a data field to further specify the output required. 

All the interface input jobs which set up some function in the Phase Meter have corre
sponding output jobs allowing the setup to be checked. The headers of the input and 
output jobs in these cases are identical except for the addition of the question mark at 
the end of the header. · 

When an input job set-up is read out in this fashion, the output message is in the 
minimum code acceptable as an input job. For example, to find out which Function 
setting is currently selected the following messages can be sent to the Phase Meter: 

Input: Output: 

FUNCTION? FU .... P 

or: 

FU? FU .... P 

The output message indicates that the "Phase B-A" measurement function is selected; 
the output character string is the same as the minimum code for the input job which 
sets Function to "Phase B-A". 

Certain of the output jobs include a data field further specifying the information required 
from the Phase Meter. For example: 

Input: 

SETUP? .... DATALOGGER 

Output: 

Outputs the set-up of "F 13", the Datalogger Spe
cial Function. 

5.6.1. Function? Interface Job 

Results in output of the Function set-up, including any active Special Functions (this 
includes "F03, 4, 5, 6, 7, 9, 10, 11, 12, 16") with their parameters. 

Examples: 

FU .... P 

FU .... F,S,3,25,S,12, 
S00HZ,1KHZ 

Function is set to "Phase B-A", no Special Func
tions are active. 

Function is set to "Frequency" and Special Func
tions "F 03" and "F 12" are active. "F 03" (Running 
Average) is set up to average 25 measurements 
and "F 12" (Frequency Thresholds) is set up to indi
cate threshold crossings at 500 Hz and 1 kHz. 

5.6.2. Rate? Interface Job 
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Outputs the Rate setting. 

Examples: 

RA .... 2 0 0 

RA .... 1 

Rate is set to "200 ms". 

Rate is set to "1 s". 



5.6.3. Filters? Interface Job 

Outputs the current Filters setting. 

Examples: 

FI .... 20 

FI .... 0 

5.6.4. Range_Unit? Interface Job 

"20 kHz" filter is selected. 

Both Filter switches are off (high-frequency cut-off 
is 200 kHz). 

Outputs the Range-Unit setting for the currently active Function. If there is no data 
returned with the job output by the Phase Meter, it is measuring Frequency on the 
absolute (i.e. not "Relative") scale. When relative phase measurements are being made, 
the numerical Range-Unit setting (e.g. "0-360°", "± 31,4") is given before the "RE" indi
cating that "Relative" is set. 

Examples: 

R_U .... 360 

R_U .... 3.14,RE 

R_U 

5.6.5. R_U_Phase?/R_U_Frequency? Interface Jobs 

Range-Unit is set to "0-360°" (Phase measure
ment). 

Range-Unit is set to "± 3, 14" (radians), with "Rela
tive" also selected. 

Absolute scale (i.e. not relative) for frequency mea
surements is selected. 

Outputs the Range_Unit corresponding to the Function setting included in the job head
er, using the same data as the Range_Unit job. The current Function setting is irrelevant 
with these jobs. 

Examples: 

R_U_P .... 31.4 

R_U_F .... RE 

R_U_F 

5.6.6. lnput_A?/lnput_B? Interface Jobs 

The Range-Unit setting for "Phase" measurements 
is "± 31,4" (radians). 

The Range-Unit setting for "Frequency" measure
ments is "Relative". 

Absolute scale (i.e. not relative) for "Frequency" 
measurements is selected. 

Output the Input switch setups (trigger slope and input coupling) for Input A and Input B 
respectively. 

Examples: 

LA .... T_N,D 

LB .... T_P,A 

Input A is set up for negative slope triggering, DC 
coupled. 

Input B is set up for positive slope triggering, AC 
coupling. 
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5.6.7. Recorder_Cal? Interface Job 

Outputs (data) Ml (minimum), C (centre) or MA (maximum) to indicate the current Re
corder Cal. output voltage. See section 5.5.6 and Table 5.3 for details of the Recorder 
Cal. output voltages. 

Examples: 

R_C .... C 

R_C .... O 

The voltage at the DC Output is the "centre" Re
corder Cal. output voltage; the actual voltage de
pends on the Range-Unit setting as explained in 
section 5.5.6. 

Recorder Cal. is switched off. 

5.6.8. Output? Interface Job 
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The Output? interface job tells the Phase Meter to output measurements onto the bus. If 
no data is sent with the job, the measurement output to the bus is the currently dis
played measurement. If the data field of the input job contains the word Datalogger (D) 
the contents of the Datalogger (Special Function "F 13") are output. 

The interface job Readout_ Type (explained in section 5.5.8) is used in conjunction with 
Output? to select single or continuous output in response to the Output? job, and to stop 
continuous readout. 

Displayed measurements (but not Datalogger measurements) can be output on the bus 
in "long" or "short" format, selected using Special Function "F21". "F21" also selects 
the ASCII message terminator, either "CR LF" or "ETX". The interface EOI line is set si
multaneously with "LF" in the first case and "ETX" in the second case. 

The following examples illustrate the two output formats. 

Examples of "Short" Interface Output Format: 

P+127.S<CR><LF A EOI > - -
F+14.SSE+3<CR><LF A EOI> - -

Notice that with the short measurement output format, the measurement units are not 
indicated-only the numerical quantity of the measurement is given. It is necessary to 
know beforehand which Range-Unit setting is selected. 

The first example above is the output of a phase measurement. The job Range_Unit? or 
Range_Unit_Phase? (section 5.6.5) must be used to find out which scale is selected (in 
fact, in this case, it can only be degrees, as radian measurements cannot be larger than 
± 31,4). 

When frequency measurements are being made the short output takes the form of the 
second example above, where "E + 3" indicates kHz and "E + 0" indicates Hz. 

The first character in the short output format may be one of six letters, which have the 
following meanings: 

1. P, F or G indicates "Phase B-A", "Frequency" or "Group Delay" ("F05") measure
ment respectively, and also indicates that no error condition was detected during 
the measurement. "Delay" is not indicated in the short data format. 



2. 0, U or I indicate input overload, input underload or time-out error or as explained 
in section 5.7. If more than one of these errors has occurred, only one of them is 
indicated. The order of priority is 0-U-I; that is, U is indicated if O has not oc
curred, and I is indicated only if neither O nor U have occured. 

Examples of "Long" Interface Output Format: 

FU ... P + 127. SDEG < CR> < LF A EOI > - -

FU ... P-12.54RAD<CR><LF A EOI > - -

FU ... F+14.SSHZ<CR><LF A EOI > - -

In the long output format, the measurement units are indicated and the job header "FU" 
(for Function) is sent. The measurement is always given as four digits with decimal point 
and a leading plus or minus sign. 

The third character in the long output format is the same as the first character in the 
short format, indicating the Function setting or error condition as explained above. The 
measurement units are given in minimum code form. 

Datalogger Ouput 

Datalogger measurements, output using the job Output? Datalogger (0? D), are output in 
the short data format. Measurements are separated by CR LF. After the last measure
ment the terminator selected using "F21" is output: CR LF or ETX. The interface EOI line 
is set simultaneously with LF in the first case and ETX in the second case. 

The first three measurements in the Datalogger .output sequence are, respectively, the 
minimum measurement, the average measurement and the maximum measurement. Af
ter that all measurements are output sequentially. 

5.6.9. Readout_ Type? Interface Job 

Indicates the setting of the Readout_ Type Interface Job. 

Examples: 

R_ T .... C 

R _ T .... SI 

5.6.10. Setup? Interface Job 

Continuous measurement output is selected. 

Output of single measurements is selected. 

Outputs lists of pushkey settings and/or Special Functions, according to the data sent 
with the job. The pushkey settings and Special Function listings (including all parame
ters) are output using the minimum codes described for setting-up each pushkey and 
Special Function. The entire output character string is therefore a valid input job. The 
output string can be stored as a record of a measurement setup and when the same 
measurement setup is required again, the stored string can be read back into the Phase 
Meter without any requirement for further processing of the message. 

The format in which the setups are listed can be altered using Special Function "F21". If 
the "short" data format is selected, each job (pushkey setting, Special Function setup) is 
separated by a semi-colon. If the "long" data format is selected, a "CR LF" sequence is 
sent after each job. 
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S? & S? ... ACtive Output Jobs 

These two jobs-"Setup?" without data, and with "ACtive" in the data field-perform 
the same function, resulting in the output of a string of characters giving the full, cur
rently active measurement setup. The measurement setup includes any active Special 
Functions as well as the current Recorder Cal. output status and the settings of the 
interface jobs "Set_Request_Mask", "Error _Stop" and "Readout_ Type". A typical output 
would be as follows: (short data format) 

FU ... P,D;FU ... S,3,24;RA ... 1;FI ... D;R_U ... 360;I_A ... T_P,A; 
I _B ... T _N, A; S_R_M ... N; E_S ... N; R_ T ... C <CR> <LF A EOI> 

This character string is, in fact, a series of Phase Meter input jobs in their minimum 
code form. It can be stored as a record of the setup and later read back into the Phase 
Meter to return it to this setup. 

S? ... Hidden Output Job 

This job returns a character string similar to that shown above, but giving the settings of 
Special Functions which are not active. The output list also includes the Range-Unit 
settings for Phase and Frequency in the jobs R_U_Phase and R_U_Frequency. The letter 
"H" (Hidden) replaces the "S" (Special) in the data field of the FUnction job. 

S? ... Datalogger Output Job 

Outputs the front-panel setup and the setup of "F 13", the datalogger Special Function. 
The output sequence is FU , F I , R _ U , I _ A , I _ B , FU ... S , 1 3 , •••. The Rate set
ting is not given as a front-panel RA setting because it is specified in the first parameter 
of the Datalogger Special Function, "F 13". 

S? ... ALI Output Job 

Outputs the complete setup-equivalent to sending the two jobs S? ... H; S? ... AC. 

5.6.11. Identity? Interface Job 

The input job I? returns the message B & K ... 2 9 7 7 

5.7. ERROR CONDITIONS AND SERVICE REQUESTS 

The Phase Meter includes very flexible Service Request capabilities. By generating a 
Service Request, the Phase Meter can signal the System Controller when an error condi
tion arises, for instance when the input signal voltage is too low to trigger the Phase 
Meter, or when an interface job error occurs. The conditions which lead to generation of 
a Service Request are defined using the interface job Set_Request_Mask. The job Error? 
allows error conditions to be investigated in more detail. Table 5.5 shows the relation
ship between the individual bits in the status byte, the request mask (S_R_M plus data) 
and the Error? output. 

5.7.1. The Status Byte 
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The status byte is an eight-bit byte, read by the system controller as part of the serial 
poll sequence. It gives a first indication of the source of the error which caused the 
service request. 



Status Byte 
Error 

Bit Bit Codes Error Condition 

no. name (E? no.) 

1 Overload 1 Input A overload 
2 Input B overload 
3 1 & 2 
4 Display overload 
5 1 & 4 
6 2 & 4 
7 1, 2 &4 

2 Insufficient 1 Input A trigger timeout 
2 Trigger time (Input A to Input B) too 

short, < 30 ns 
4 Sweep speed too slow (Group Delay) 

3 Underload 1 Input A underload 
2 Input B underload 
3 1 & 2 

4 Calibration 60 Frequency calibration error 

5 (Busy) Set if the 2977 has not completed the 
previous interface job when a new job is 
read in. 

6 ABnormal 01-29 Interface message error (e.g. faulty 
header, wrong data) 

30-59 Phase Meter job error (e.g. job 
incompatible with existing setup) 

7 (RQS) Indicates that the 2977 has set the 
interface SRQ line 

8 Local 1 "Local/SRQ" switch has been pressed 

T01216GBO 

Table 5.5. The status byte, error codes and conditions, and interface 
job data (Bit Name) for the Set .... Request .... Mask and Error? 
interface jobs 

For an error to generate a service request, the corresponding bit in the status byte must 
first be enabled to request service, using the interface job Set_Request_Mask (described 
in the following subsection). When a service request is generated bit 7 of the status byte 
is always set; it cannot be "masked". 

The Overload, Insufficient and Underload bits of the status byte are updated with each 
measurement, indicating only the errors which occured during the previous measurement 
period. The other bits in the status byte are set when an error occurs and remain set 
until reset by a serial poll or by the Reset_Status_Byte or Error? interface jobs, ex
plained below. 

5.7.2. Set_Request_Mask Interface Job 

This interface job is used to enable generation of a service request when the specified 
bit (or bits) in the status byte are set. The job header S_R_M is sent, with the data field 
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specifying by name (see Table 5.5) those bits of the status byte which are to generate 
service requests. 

Note that the relevant status bits are set whenever an error condition occurs; this job 
only enables/disables the generation of a Service Request by the specified error condi
tions. 

Examples: 

S_R_M ... O 

S_R_M ... C,L 

S_R_M ... N 

"ABnormal" Service Request 

SRQ is generated by any of the overload condi
tions shown in Table 5.5. 

SRQ is generated by calibration errors and by acti
vation of the "Local/SRQ" pushkey. 

No service requests are generated. 

The "ABnormal" bit in the status byte is set when the Phase Meter fails to recognise the 
header of an input job or when the data field does not correspond with the header, or 
when the input job is incompatible with the existing setup. If S_R_M ... AB has been set a 
service request is generated. 

If the Error _Stop interface job is set to Yes (E_S ... Y)-as it is in the default setup-and 
S_R_M ... AB is set, the interface bus handshake is stopped when an "ABnormal" error 
occurs. 

Examples: 

E_S ... Y;S_R_M ... AB 

E_S ... N;S_R_M ... AB 

See also section 5.7.4. 

"ABnormal" errors stop the bus handshake and 
cause a service request to be generated. The bus 
can be cleared using the command IFC, and the 
status byte read by a serial poll. 

A service request is generated by an "ABnormal" 
error, but the bus handshake is unaffected. 

5.7.3. Error? Interface Job 
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This job returns one or more numbers indicating the error conditions registered by the 
status byte, as shown in Table 5.5. The data field of the Error? job can specify one of the 
bits of the status byte, and only the error numbers associated with that bit will be 
returned. The error numbe.r and the corresponding bit of the status byte is reset to zero 
when this job is sent. 

Examples 

ERROR? 

E? ... C 

Returns a message of the form E ... L , AB , C , U , 
I , 0 where L, AB etc. are error numbers as shown 

in Tabie 5.5. A zero indicates no errors. All error 
numbers and status bits are reset to zero when this 
job is used. 

If any errors occured during the last auto-calibra
tion, returns the number "60", and resets error "C" 
and status bit "C" to zero. Otherwise "O" is re
turned. 



5.7.4. Error_Stop Interface Job 

If the "ABnormal" bit of the status byte is enabled, Error _Stop .... Yes causes the bus 
handshake to stop when an error is detected in an input job. The Error _Stop setting has 
no effect on Phase Meter operation if the "ABnormal" bit of the status byte is not 
enabled. 

Examples 

E_S .... Y; S_R_M .... AB 

E_S .... N ; S_R_M .... AB 

5.7.5. Reset_Status_Byte Interface Job 

Job errors stop the bus handshake and generate a 
service request. 

Job errors generate SRQ without stopping the bus 
handshake. 

Resets the status byte of the Phase Meter. 

5.8. REMOTE/LOCAL INTERFACE FUNCTION 

When the Phase Meter is addressed to listen and the interface REN line is set true (by 
the system controller) the Voltmeter automatically goes into the "Remote" state, indicat
ed in the lower right-hand corner of the display by the message "Rem". While the Rem 
indicator is lit the front panel controls of the Phase Meter are ignored and the Phase 
Meter can only be operated via the interface. 

When the "Local/SRQ" pushkey is pressed, front-panel control of the Phase Meter is re
enabled. Simultaneously the "Local" bit of the status byte is set. Pressing the "Lo
cal/SRQ" pushbutton can also generate a Service Request if it has been set up to do so 
by the system controller; see section 5. 7 for details. 

5.8.1. Local Lockout 

If the bus command LLO (Local Lockout) has been executed, the "Local/SRQ" pushkey 
cannot be used to re-assert front-panel control of the Phase Meter. However, it will still 
set the "Local" bit of the status byte, and this, if enabled, will generate a Service Re
quest (see section 5.7). 

5.9. DEVICE CLEAR AND DEVICE TRIGGER 

5.9.1. Clearing the Phase Meter: DCL and SDC Interface Commands 

Using the interface bus commands DCL (Device Clear) and SOC (Selected Device Clear) 
has the same result as switching the Phase Meter off and then on again, as explained in 
section 3.3. The measurement setup is unchanged. The status byte and error codes are 
reset so that no errors are indicated. 

The interface job "REset" provides several options for resetting the Phase Meter with 
default pushkey settings, default Special Function parameters and default interface pa
rameters. See section 5.5.9. 
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5.9.2. Triggering the Phase Meter: GET Interface Comnand 
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The interface GET (Group Execute Trigger) command can be used to trigger individual 
measurements or measurement sequences with a number of the Special Functions. The 
Phase Meter must first be addressed to listen if it is to respond to GET. The following 
Special Functions can be triggered via the interface: 

F10: 

Measurement is suspended until the Phase Meter is triggered, when continuous mea
surement restarts. 

F13: 

GET can be used to trigger the entire Datalogger sequence (parameter 4 set to 2) or to 
trigger each individual measurement (parameter 4 set to 3). 

F14: 

Use GET to trigger continuous output of the Datalogger - simultaneously triggering an 
analogue chart recorder connected to the DC Output, for instance. 



6. SERVICE AND REPAIR 

The Type 2977 Phase Meter is designed and constructed to provide the user with many 
years of reliable operation. However, should a fault occur which impairs its correct 
function and operating safety, then it should be immediately disconnected at the mains 
source and secured against unintended operation. For repair consult the separate Ser
vice Instruction Manual for the 2977 or contact your local B & K service representative. 
Under no circumstances should repair be attempted by persons not qualified in the 
service of electronic instrumentation. 
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Appendix A: Error Codes 

"ABNORMAL" Status Bit Errors, 01 to 58 
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01 Interface Error: No Listener device present on the bus 
02 Interface Error: Phase Meter interface is in "Talk" mode 
03 Interface Error: Phase Meter interface is in "Listen" mode 
04 Interface Error: Phase Meter is addressed 
05 Job Error: Error in job header 
06 Job Error: Error in character data 
07 Job Error: Error in NR1 data 
08 Job Error: Error in NR2 data 
09 Job Error: Error in NR3 data 
10 Job Error: Incorrect data type 
11 Job Error: Error in job terminator 

13 Fatal error 

30 Special Function Error: Function can only be entered if "Phase B-A" is selected 

32 Special Function Error: Function can only be entered if "Frequency" is selected 
33 Special Function Error: No data present in the Datalogger ("F 13") 

35 Special Function Error: Entered Function is not implemented 
36 Special Function Error: Function can only be entered if all others are cancelled 
37 Special Function Error: Entered Function is incompatible with currently active 

Special Function(s) 

39 Special Parameter Error: Function does not require any parameter entry 
40 Special Parameter Error: Entered parameter is below minimum valid value 
41 Special Parameter Error: Entered parameter is above maximum valid value 

43 Special Parameter Error: Entered parameter is invalid 
44 Special Parameter Error: Resolution of entered parameter is too high (too many 

decimal places) 

50 Job cannot be executed when "Phase B-A" is selected 
51 Job cannot be executed when "Frequency" is selected 
52 Job cannot be executed while "F 09" is active 
53 Job cannot be executed while "F 06" is active 
54 Job cannot be activated in the current Phase Meter setup 

56 Function can not be changed because "Lock" ("F +/-") is set 
57 Job cannot be executed while "F 07" is active 
58 Job cannot be executed while "FOS" is active 
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